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The use of 2D drawing in the elevator machine room planning has been a criticalchallenge in high-rise construction project. In this thesis, the use of a multi-user VRapplication in complex machine room planning process is investigated via casestudies. Four real-life high-rise elevator projects from KONE in USA, United ArabEmirates, Malaysia, and Indonesia are involved. The aim is to identify the benefitsof multi-user VR from the user and business perspective and how this technologyshould be applied in the process. The study utilised design thinking model as themethodological framework. Interview and user testing with the emphasis on repli-cating real design review and construction planning tasks were conducted remotelyto test the multi-user VR environment.
The results suggest that multi-user VR has great benefits in the process. From a userperspective, the technology serves as an intuitive tool for complex design commu-nication and planning as well as facilitates the collaboration between teams. Users’confidence in the construction project is enhanced and critical design issues can befound easily in the early stage. From a business perspective, the use of multi-userVR saves cost and time by avoiding costly mistakes and increasing efficiency. Wastematerials and the need for travelling decrease, which leads to a more sustainablecollaboration within construction industry. Adopting the technology also enhancesthe company image. For early adoption, multi-user VR should be considered on acase-by-case basis with optimal use cases in design review and construction plan-ning. Overall, the study presents the view from the industry on the role of VR inconstruction project and contributes in closing the knowledge gap between aca-demia and the industry. The results suggest the need of a true cost-benefit of imple-menting VR in construction companies. Besides, future studies should focus on es-tablishing the fluid communication between BIM authoring tool and VR to facilitatethe adoption of VR in the construction industry.
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1 Introduction
The unique nature of the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry requiresextensive communication between several stakeholders such as owners, contractors, engi-neers and architects in different phases of a project (Wen & Gheisari, 2020). Evidence hasshown that such communication in the industry is often inefficient (Zhang et al., 2020). Thisissue has been a source of conflict between contractor and client, resulting in poor perfor-mance and putting more than 10% of cost of each 1 billion US dollar worth project at risk(Wen & Gheisari, 2020). Many reasons to this communication challenge have been found.First, the working atmosphere in construction projects is often fragmented due to significantdifferences in organisational processes of each stakeholder, which hinders the collaborationbetween them (Du, Shi, et al., 2018). Second, the separation of the design and constructionprocess in the industry caused by the current communication practice has led to ineffectiveinformation exchange between stakeholders, misunderstanding of the design, and poten-tially defects (Y. Chen & Kamara, 2008). Third and most importantly, the main communi-cation means throughout the project life cycle in the AEC industry are still paper-baseddrawings. This inefficient communication media is considered as the major constraint andcould result in delayed response to frequently overlooked design issues (Wen & Gheisari,2020).
Elevator machine room
Figure 1. Elevator machine room in a typical elevator system (Makaa, 2017)
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The use of 2D drawing, both in paper and digital format, has been a critical challenge in thelife cycle of elevator project in high-rise building, especially for the design and constructionof machine room (Figure 1). High-rise elevators are ones capable of travelling 240 m/min or4 m/s. Only basic machine room designs are in standard layout drawings which are the typ-ical submittals for elevator construction project. The layout design contains only major com-ponents and other critical parts such as trunking, cable routing, some electrical cabinets andother subcontractor equipment are missing. The current machine room designs do not haveenough details for complex installation planning and collaborative design review by differ-ent stakeholders in the project. Hence, installation errors remain a critical issue, causingsafety hazard, rework, delay and equipment unreliability. As both engineering complexity ofconstruction project and client’s expectation in quality are steadily increasing, a bettermeans of communication in the AEC industry is indeed needed (Du, Shi, et al., 2018; Wen& Gheisari, 2020).
During the last few years, Virtual Reality (VR) technology has captured significant attentionof both academic scholars and industry players in construction projects. VR is considered tobe among the major technologies contributing to digitising the construction industry in theera of Industry 4.0 (Wen & Gheisari, 2020). In fact, an increasing number of use cases of VRboth in research and real-life project have been reported (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang etal., 2020). The growing attention of VR is driven by the increasing implementation of build-ing information modelling (BIM) practice in the industry (Du, Shi, et al., 2018; Zaker & Co-loma, 2018). BIM-based VR has the great prospect in design visualisation to better under-stand the design complexity and enhance its communication (Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Zhanget al., 2020). Cloud-based multi-user VR, a VR system that support several users at the sametime through cloud, has also gained more attraction thanks to its ability to support remotecollaboration between stakeholders (Du, Shi, et al., 2018). Beyond communication, thistechnology is also seen as the innovative tool that improves the quality of the entire con-struction workflow (Du, Shi, et al., 2018; Pratama & Dossick, 2019; Whyte, 2003). The ben-efit of multi-user VR is more pronounced during the COVID-19 pandemic where lockdownrequires remote working and collaboration in daily tasks in AEC firms such as BIM coordi-nation (Syamimi et al., 2020). Nonetheless, the adoption of VR in the AEC industry is rela-tively slow compared to other industries (Noghabaei et al., 2020). AEC industry playersshould be more willing to adopt the technology to explore the full potential of this technology.
Research objective and approach
Realising the great potential of multi-user VR, this research in collaboration with KONECorporation (later referred as KONE) aims to study the use of a cloud-based multi-user VRenvironment for collaborative elevator machine room planning, installation and mainte-nance. The scope of this project focuses on complex machine room planning in high-risebuildings via case studies. The objective of this thesis is to determine the benefits of themulti-user VR application in the current process from the user and business perspectivesand how they correspond to the current challenges of the machine room planning process.Besides, the study also addresses how to properly adopt multi-user VR in the current processthrough identifying potential use cases, users, requirements, and limitations. Four real-lifehigh-rise elevator projects from KONE in the United States (US), the United Arab Emirates(UAE), Malaysia, and Indonesia were the pilots to be studied. Participants in this study are
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AEC professionals from KONE and most importantly the project team members of the pro-posed pilots.
This study utilises the Design Thinking model proposed by Stanford Design School(Micheli et al., 2019) as the research framework. The critical emphasis is on the user-cen-tricity in developing the VR environment based on user insights. Essential design thinkingmethods including interview and observation are used to collect user insights. A user test-ing is also conducted to evaluate the and generate improvement suggestions for the adop-tion of multi-user VR in the elevator machine room planning, installation, and mainte-nance. Moreover, the VR environment used in this study is built based on a commercialdesign VR software – DesignSpace. The software is developed by 3DTalo - a Finnish start-up that offers VR and AR solutions to business. It is also crucial to know that all interviewsand user tests in this study are performed remotely due to the emerging COVID-19 situa-tion.
Research questions
Based on the determined objectives, three research questions are established as the follow-ing:
 Question 1: What are the challenges of the current machine room planning, instal-lation, and maintenance?
 Question 2: What are the benefits of applying multi-user VR from the user andbusiness perspective in the current machine room planning, installation, andmaintenance?
 Question 3: How multi-user VR should be applied in the current machine roomplanning, installation, and maintenance?
The first question serves as a starting point to gather insights of the current challenges tofeed into the design of the VR environment and the user testing procedure. The secondquestion addresses the core objectives of this study in finding the benefits of VR and suita-ble approach to apply the technology. The last question looks for when to use VR, whom tobe involved, and critical requirements that facilitate the successful VR adoption in the cur-rent workflow.
Structure of the thesis
The first chapter has introduced the motivation, objectives, approach, and questions of thisstudy. Chapter 2 presents a literature review on related work on the adoption of VR technol-ogy in both AEC academia and the industry from design to construction phase. Chapter 3describes the methodology in data collection and analysis as well as details the practical im-plementation of this research. Chapter 4 then summarises the empirical findings obtainedthrough collected data. Chapter 5 discusses those findings and connect them with the liter-ature review to provide insights around the research questions. Finally, chapter 6 concludesthe study by providing final answers to the research questions and suggestions for futurestudy in the field.
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A note on the term “Front-line” at KONE
KONE as an organisation comprise of the KONE Global company and KONE country-spe-cific companies. The country-specific companies are often referred in KONE as front lines.This definition of a front line, which covers for example sales, maintenance operation, in-stallations, administrative work, and customer service, is used throughout this thesis. It isimportant to note that this definition is different than the usual description of the front lineas just a part of a business that has direct interaction with customers or other service recip-ient (Bélanger & Edwards, 2013; THE FRONT LINE | Definition in the Cambridge EnglishDictionary, n.d.).
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2 Literature review
This chapter provides insights on the adoption of VR in the AEC context. Initially, section2.1 provides a definition of VR and multi-user VR which has been used to conduct literaturereview. Next, section 2.2 highlights the common academic and commercial uses of VR in theAEC from design to construction phase. Section 2.3 provides a summary on the perceivedand economic benefits of VR and multi-user VR. Section 2.4 discusses the limitations thathinders the adoption of VR while section 2.5 summarises potential requirements to foster itin construction projects.
2.1 Virtual Reality and Multi-user Virtual Reality
The history of VR dated back in 1950s when Morton Heilig developed the Sensorama multi-sensory simulator that had all features of an virtual reality environment but was not inter-active (Bashabsheh et al., 2019). In 1968, Ivan Sutherland constructed The Sword of Damo-cles – the first true VR system that had a head mounted display with appropriate head track-ing (Gigante, 1993). The term Virtual Reality was later introduced in the late 1980s by JaronLanier (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014; Bashabsheh et al., 2019; Fuchs & Guitton, 2011). Sincethen, extensive research into this technology has been conducted. However, no official defi-nition has been accepted, as the terminology to describe VR is still evolving (Blade & Padgett,2014). There is a lack of standard that defines not only the terminology but also technicalrequirements regarding VR (Brennesholtz, 2018). Brennesholtz noted several active projectsto develop VR-related standards for better communication among researchers and industryplayers. Though Blade & Padgett (2014) indicates that the term VR remains elusive, Fuchs& Guitton (2011) concludes the importance of defining it to better communicate and unlockall possibilities of the technology.
The majority of VR definitions originate from the technical point of view (Fuchs & Guitton,2011; Steuer, 1992) and are often used synonymously with the term Virtual Environment(VE) (Blade & Padgett, 2014). When describing VR, both academic scholars (Bell, 2002;Blade & Padgett, 2014; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018) and industry players (VR Industry Forum,2017) refer to the use of computation technology to create an immersive virtual world, theemphasis for high level of interactivity, and the invocation of the human sensory system fora higher level of perceived realism. Steuer (1992) offers another approach by using presenceand telepresence to define VR. However, the proposed method seems not inclusive enoughbecause it does not cover the technology required to create VR. Besides, the former approachis more widely accustomed in both academic and industrial communities.
Therefore, this research utilises the definition of VR adopted from Fuchs & Guitton (2011)and summarized by Zhang et al. (2020) as:
“the uses of computer science and behavioural interfaces to simulate the behaviourof 3D objects in a virtual world, enabling real-time interactions with each other inpseudo-natural immersion via sensorimotor channels”.
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Firstly, this definition addresses the crucial hardware and software that enables the creationof the environment in VR. Secondly, the inclusion of behavioural interfaces explain that us-ers perceive the computer-generated VE through sensorial interfaces (ordinary humansenses) and the generator of the VE captures their activity in the environment through motorinterfaces (hardware and software). Thirdly, the definition emphasizes the need of real-timeinteraction achieved via the no-lag-perception from the users. Lastly, the term pseudo isused instead of fully natural because the immersion level is subjective and dependent on thequality of the VR application and facility. A typical VR system (Figure 2), which aligns withthis definition, includes the hardware, software, input and output devices, and users (Whyte& Nikolić, 2018).
Figure 2. Components of a typical VR system (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018).
The extent of interaction in this definition is extended to beyond one user. The inclusion ofseveral users is the critical additional element that coins the term multi-user VR or so-calledcollaborative VR as in Whyte & Nikolić (2018) and Bailey & Bailenson (2014), respectively.Hence, multi-user VR is the VR technology that allows several users to simultaneously ex-perience and interact with the objects and with each other in a shared virtual environment(Bailey & Bailenson, 2014; Benford et al., 2001; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). In the multi-userVR system, users’ identity and activities are conveyed through an avatar as the graphicalembodiment (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014; Benford et al., 2001). This embodiment throughavatar allows users to interact with objects in the virtual environment and communicate witheach other through several media such as audio, graphical gestures, text, etc. (Benford et al.,2001).
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In a wider technical spectrum in the field, the Virtuality continuum concept (Figure 3) byMilgram & Kishino (1994) has been widely accepted to explain the various types of virtualand augmented reality (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). Towards the left of the continuum addressan environment that comprises of real-world scene. This environment can be directly ob-served by the person or via windows and 2D display. Toward the right of the continuum isthe environment that solely consists of virtual objects. This environment, either immersiveor non-immersive, is often created by computer graphic simulations. Mixed Reality environ-ment is defined as an environment that has both real world and virtual objects inside. Thisenvironment involves any technologies between the extrema of the continuum. (Milgram &Kishino, 1994)
Figure 3. A simplification of the virtuality continuum (Milgram & Kishino, 1994).
2.2 The use of VR in AEC industry
VR and other mixed reality technologies have been successfully adopted in many indus-tries such as manufacturing, military, and especially medical (Balali et al., 2020; Mosadeghiet al., 2016; Noghabaei et al., 2020; Stone & Hannigan, 2014). Though the benefits of VR inthe AEC industry have been reported, the VR adoption rate in AEC has been very slow com-pared to other industries (Balali et al., 2020; Noghabaei et al., 2020). Nevertheless, therehas been a significant increase in the use of VR/AR from 2017 to 2018 with considerablegrowth for VR/AR adoption in the next 5 to 10 years (Noghabaei et al., 2020). In the generalindustrial context, Syamimi et al. (2020) summarises the VR as means of communication,collaboration, coordination, visualisation, and training. In the AEC context, Bhoir &Esmaeili (2015), Li et al. (2018), Wen & Gheisari (2020), Whyte & Nikolić (2018) and Zhanget al. (2020) provides extensive overview on the use of VR via both academic and commer-cial lenses.
2.2.1 Usage in design phase
VR has been used to communicate and visualise design in the AEC industry (Wen & Gheisari,2020; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). VR enables the creation of full-scale, im-mersive, and interactive virtual VR environments to identify critical design issues (Dunstonet al., 2010). For instance, an early study by Woodward et al. (2007) has demonstrated suc-cessful use cases of various mixed reality technologies in architectural planning of a real-lifebuilding project. Balzerkiewitz & Stechert (2020), Ozcan-Deniz (2019) and Whyte & Nikolić(2018) point out that design review is the main application of VR in the AEC industry from2010 to 2019 while Wen & Gheisari (2020) concludes 41% of the articles reviewed in theirstudies addressed the same usage. Interestingly, Building Information Modelling
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(BIM) integration with multi-user VR using game engines such as Unity is gaining morepopularity in the AEC (Du, Shi, et al., 2018; Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018;Zaker & Coloma, 2018). It helps to facilitate design collaboration between stakeholders sinceoutsourcing complicated design to international vendors and having project teams with di-verse geo-location are common practices in AEC firms (Bryant, 2006; Nayak & Taylor,2009). Syamimi et al. (2020) emphasised the benefits of multi-user VR for remote collabo-ration in the wake of Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, Wen & Gheisari (2020) concludedthat the majority of cases in this application adhere to user involvement rather than co-de-sign. In other words, it focuses more on involving clients and end-users in pre-constructionand post-occupancy evaluation via building walk-through (Otto et al., 2005; Pratama &Dossick, 2019; Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Zimmerman & Martin, 2001). Most importantly, VRin design review is mainly used in complex projects such as airports and healthcare facilities(Noghabaei et al., 2020; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). A study on how leaduser firms in the construction sector in USA and UK used VR by Whyte (2003) con-cludes similarly but also finds VR usage in small projects with design reuse.
Figure 4. VR simulation in the train line Thames-link 2000 (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018)
Whyte & Nikolić (2018) provides many real cases that used VR for design review in the in-dustry. Bechtel Visual Technology Group created many VR environments from CADfor the Dubai International Airport, the London Luton Airport, and the train line Thames-link 2000 project in London to collaboratively review critical safety requirements betweendesigners, contractors and the end-users. In addition, COWI (2019) has recently reportedthe use of VR to review the arrangement of signage in the new development of CopenhagenAirport’s new Pier E. COWI also remarks on VR usage for walk-through review in the expan-sion of Stavanger University Hospital (Stavanger - Norway) and the placement of new ma-chinery in Vestforbraending waste treatment plant (Glostrup – Denmark). Du et al. (2017),Du et al. (2018), Gu et al. (2011) and Kähkönen et al. (2007), for instance, proposed differentcloud-based multi-user BIM-to-VR systems that enable remote collaboration between inter-nal and external stakeholders. A study by Zaker & Coloma (2018) investigated a VR-basedworkflow in a real construction project in Barcelona where the project team collaborativelyconducted design review and decision making in the BIM-originated virtual building.
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Yamamoto et al. (2018) has developed a VR-teleconference environment that allows allstakeholders to hold meetings, modify and track all design changes to the 3D objects.
Figure 5. The use of CoVR (collaborative BIM-VR): a) the original physical scene; c) usersuse VR headset; b) and d) immersive virtual scene in CoVR system with VOIP (Du et al.,2018)
VR has also been utilised in many study experiments to identify human behaviour in thebuilt environment (Gu et al., 2014; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). One of thekey benefits of VR is that it enables a high level of safety, immersion, and control testingenvironment (Zhang et al., 2020). In this application, a simulation of an emergency such asfire or earthquake in a built environment is conducted by VR. Wayfinding and emergencybehaviour is among the most common study topics (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang et al.,2020). For instance, Mossberg et al. (2020) and Andrée et al. (2016) studied the willingnessto use evacuation elevators in case of fire in a high-rise building and under a deep metro sta-tion, respectively. Both studies aimed to address conventional evacuation challenges such asfatigue due to climbing many stairs and difficulties for people with disability.
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Beyond research, VR-enabled experiments are also used to train and feed into the iterativedesign process. Lovreglio et al. (2018) developed a VR series game VR environment to studyand train people in the case of an earthquake in a hospital in Auckland. Kinateder et al.,(2019) studied which colour of emergency exit sign is most recognised and proposed thechanges in design of the evacuation system. Flor et al. (2021) studied user acceptance ofEthylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) double skin facade in office buildings via VR and de-rived an interactive design for the material. Havard et al. (2019) utilised VR to understandcustomers’ movement and design the most optimal industrial shop floor layout. For com-mercial uses, Arup, an engineering and design firm, used VR to study the impact of signageon commuter’s wayfinding in a new extension of the Admiralty Metro Station in Hong Kong(Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). Through analysis of users’ feedback and recorded journey in VR,25% of the signage was suggested to be relocated or modified, and half of the suggestionswere implemented by the client.
2.2.2 Usage in construction phase
VR has been referred to as a method for visualisation of field construction planning (Lu &Davis, 2016). The urgency of using VR or other mixed reality is from the inefficient conven-tional construction management which utilises complex graph-based data for spatial-tem-poral planning (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). As construction progress is not constant, a morevisualised way to quickly plan and communicate construction tasks is needed. Abdelhameed(2012) performed a study on visualising all schedule changes in VR and found it beneficialin construction scheduling and reporting. A recent study by Getuli et al. (2020) developed aBIM-VR system that allows users to intuitively plan details of the construction layout.Rekapalli & Martinez (2009) developed a VR system where contractors can simulate sophis-ticated discrete-events like bad weather and experience the consequence of such events onthe construction site. Contractors, therefore, can reduce or avoid delays by creating accord-ingly contingency plans. Besides, Whyte & Nikolić (2018) indicated a real use case where adetailed 4D model of the construction site of a 62-storey tower (22 Bishopsgate) in Londonwith 4200-activity schedule was embedded in VR to conduct site logistic planning. Whyte &Nikolić (2018) also reported Mortenson Construction, a construction and real estate devel-opment in USA, integrated VR into its workflow on the Walt Disney Concert Hall project inLos Angeles for construction planning. Rekapalli & Martinez (2009) and Xie et al. (2011)
Figure 6. Arup’s specialist is analysing the journey recorded in the VR simulation of the Ad-miralty Metro Station in Hong Kong (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018).
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took a further step to incorporate RFID and a cyber-physical system in VR to simulate real-time changes onsite for the physical facility on the virtual models for better decision-makingprocess.
Figure 7. Users are using the immersive VR to create and review the site safety and logisticsplan in the construction of 22 Bishopsgate tower in London (http://www.freeform3d.co.uk/22-bishopsgate)
The use of VR for construction safety planning, training, and monitoring has also gainedconsiderable attention in the research community and the industry (Du et al., 2018; Zhanget al., 2020). Safety planning often exists under drawing or heuristic knowledge while con-struction sites are complicated with unpredicted safety risk surrounding (Zhang et al., 2020).Hence, site personnel have difficulties in fully comprehending the working area and makingimmediate risk assessment. Despite the proven benefits from research, real use cases for VRin safety training are still limited or not reported in literature. Bhoir & Esmaeili (2015) reportnone of any safety training organisations that it surveyed in the US used virtual reality. Arecent study by Ozcan-Deniz (2019) on 18 USA-based companies in the construction indus-try has yielded a similar result. AR, in this type of application, tends to have a wider adoptionthan VR (X. Li et al., 2018; Whyte & Nikolić, 2018).
However, VR in construction safety has been extensively explored by researchers. For in-stance, Hadikusumo & Rowlinson (2004), H. Li et al. (2012) and Perlman et al. (2014) cre-ated a virtual environment for users to experience the working environment with promptsafety messages via VR walk-in. Similar studies by (Lu & Davis, 2016, 2018) were also con-ducted with sound from the construction site added to stimulate a higher level of realism inhazard identification training. Besides, inadequate collaboration among workers is among
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the most influential factors that cause accidents on the construction site (Zhang et al., 2020).To that extent, multi-user VR was also implemented in studies by H. Guo et al. (2012) andH. Li et al. (2012b) that allows users to collaborate in general safety training and how tosafely dismantle tower cranes, respectively. Cheng & Teizer (2013) and Fang et al. (2014)took multi-user VR further by embedding real-time data in the physical site by tracking sen-sors into the virtual world with hazard identification algorithms for automatic onsite moni-toring.
2.3 The perceived and economic benefits of VR
The benefits of VR in the AEC industry have been proven and summarised by many criticalliterature reviews (Bhoir & Esmaeili, 2015; X. Li et al., 2018; Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Zhanget al., 2020). These reviews indicate that the advantages of VR depend on different use caseswhen applied properly. Understanding why VR is beneficial requires the need to address itscharacteristics (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014). As a medium to convey message, VR has fourmain characteristics: interactive, spatial, real-time, and physical presence (Bailey &Bailenson, 2014; Dunston et al., 2010; Whyte, 2002). From the definition used in this work,it can be implied that multi-user VR inherits all characteristics and benefits from the con-ventional single user VR. Nonetheless, Bailey & Bailenson (2014) argue that the system con-struct of collaborative VR added three more unique characteristics: co-presence, self-pres-ence, and embodiment.
2.3.1 Perceived benefits of VR
The interactive, spatial and real-time properties of VR have improved the communication ofthe design between designers with other stakeholders through immersive visualisation. VRenables the creation of full-scale, immersive, and interactive virtual VR environments, inwhich users’ movements are intuitive and not restricted (Dunston et al., 2010; Zaker &Coloma, 2018). Details of each component are delivered via a user-friendly interface (Zhanget al., 2020). Whyte & Nikolić (2018) indicated the effortless spatial comprehension givenby the real scale model in VR, which was deemed as an impressive feature by the participantsin (Zaker & Coloma, 2018). Though CAD and BIM have been increasingly adopted to 3D-model architectural drawings, they are often too complicated for non-engineering stake-holders with limited spatial understanding (Wolfartsberger et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020).Instead of speaking from abstraction, it hence becomes a tangible frame of reference thatreduces the understanding gap or even eliminates design misunderstandings between de-signers (visual thinker) and other stakeholders (non-visual thinker) (Zaker & Coloma, 2018;Zhang et al., 2020).
Besides, the strong physical presence as “being inside the building” brings a significant levelof immersion that users may not be able to experience in other mediums (Zaker & Coloma,2018). Cumulative evidence through studies in the AEC industry justifies the statement(Andrée et al., 2016; Balali et al., 2020; N Gu et al., 2014; Lovreglio et al., 2018; Mossberget al., 2020). With such immersive and visualised experience, users often generate betterdecision-making in the early design stage where various design alternatives need to be con-sidered (Zhang et al., 2020). Bailey & Bailenson (2014) pointed out that immersive VR
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enables users to unexpectedly provide nonverbal feedback, resulting in more fruitful discus-sions in end-user involvement review. For instance, study by Maftei & Harty (2015) con-cluded that users were able to detect several non-conformances to client’s request by com-bining both verbal and non-verbal behaviours when conducting design review. Whyte &Nikolić (2018) reported another case where a crossrail engineer successfully described a de-sign conflict by using hand gestures, which was difficult to notice on the plan view and toonly verbally explain. Beyond physical presence, real-life physical and psychological re-sponses can also be induced in VR (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014). Study experiment performedby N Gu et al. (2014) and Zou et al. (2017) on the impact of immersive VR on the end-userfeedback conclude similarly. VR can hence serve as a pre-construction mock-up where AECprofessionals can effectively and accurately plan site logistics and especially test out thesafety level of the future working site (Zhang et al., 2020). Perlman et al. (2014) report thatworkers performed better in critical risk identification such as object falling or carrying aheavy load. Other studies indicate that most users identified more risk and formed immedi-ate risk-aversion mechanisms in VR-based training than those that had conventional train-ing via photographs or documents (Hadikusumo & Rowlinson, 2004; H. Li et al., 2012a; Lu& Davis, 2016, 2018).
With the increasing number of virtual teams in the AEC industry, multi-user VR not onlyprovides benefits as mentioned above but also facilitates and enhances the collaboration be-tween stakeholders. Multi-user VR is found to be the most effective way to connect remotestakeholders virtually (Du, Shi, et al., 2018). Participants in Kohler et al. (2011) indicate thefeeling of being in the same environment with others via synchronously shared context es-tablished a relationship among participants to a certain degree. Zhang et al. (2020) impliessimilarly with the emphasis on co-presence reinforcing collaboration among participants bybringing more real-life social aspects like mutual learning and encouragement. Enhancingcollaboration between clients and end-users in immersive VR means more participationfrom them in the design process, which helps avoid over-designed mechanisms that costmore to operate while increasing client’s satisfaction by meeting their requirements (Otto etal., 2005; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019; Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Zimmerman & Martin, 2001).
Multi-user VR comes in much useful nowadays when everybody is working remotely due tothe pandemic COVID-19 (Syamimi et al., 2020). Overall, multi-user VR fulfils the key ele-ments of an effective remote collaboration: shared context, awareness of others and clearcommunication (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014). Unlike the most common form of remote col-laboration - video conferencing, multi-user VR draws more attention from the users withthe act of wearing the VR headset and being separated with the real world (Zaker & Coloma,2018). In addition, study by Anderson et al. (2017) point out that verbal communication wasmade easier in collaborative VR because of the ability to utilise deictic references like “here”,“this”, “there” etc. The study also indicated non-verbal information was also effectively com-municated via avatar movement and position even if done unintentionally, which comple-mented the deictic verbal communication. Moreover, multi-user VR can minimize misun-derstandings and reduce communication cost in facility management where often the onsitemaintenance technician and building designers are not in the same location (Shi et al., 2016).When comparing with face-to-face meeting for BIM coordination, study by Abbas et al.(2019) yields an insignificant statistical difference of BIM meeting in collaborative VR re-garding discussion quality and the richness and openness of the communication. The
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embodiment property of VR, which could provide digital equivalent to face-to-face commu-nication, may account for such results (Bailey & Bailenson, 2014). The finding is also com-plemented with the feeling of being there together reported by the participants in Andersonet al. (2017) thanks to the use of avatars in virtual environments.
2.3.2 Economic benefit of VR
The perceived benefits of VR in the AEC industry have been well-examined (Chapter 2.3.1).However, there is a lack of studies on the economic benefits of VR in the industry (Noghabaeiet al., 2020; Pratama & Dossick, 2019). Data on the actual cost-saving is, therefore, limited.Nonetheless, a recent study by Ozcan-Deniz (2019) on the use of VR in 18 US constructioncompanies has found direct cost and time saving in 93% of the projects. The use of virtualmock-ups mostly accounts for economic benefits of VR throughout the life-cycle (from plan-ning to decommissioning) of construction projects (H. L. Guo et al., 2010). Direct cost-sav-ing derive from the replacement of costly-physical mock-ups by virtual ones. VR VR envi-ronment of several medical building projects studied in Ozcan-Deniz (2019) requires 15%less implementation cost compared to physical ones. Layton, a US construction firm, hassaved 90% of construction mock-up cost by using VR to replace 20 physical ones which wererequired for the owners and end-users to experience (McGlothlin, 2018).
Ozcan-Deniz (2019) has also pointed indirect economic benefit of using VR to visualise de-sign and improve collaboration and communication within the project team. VR offers sim-ilar sense of presence found in physical VR environments to evaluate numerous design al-ternatives effectively and efficiently (Flor et al., 2021; N Gu et al., 2014). Through virtualwalk-in, project team can view the design from many perspectives, reducing unexpected de-sign changes and error in the construction phase (Haggard, 2017; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). ABritish railway company reports saving millions of pounds thanks to the investment in VRsoftware for design review which helps to identify critical safety issue and speed up trackimprovement (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). A study on applying virtual prototyping in the con-struction phase for process simulation in real-life projects in Hong Kong reports up to 12%and 17% in cost and time saving, respectively (H. L. Guo et al., 2010). Moreover, Havard etal. (2019) has recognised that participants can already improve the shop layout during a 30-minute-session of design review in VR which reduces 20% of walk distance and 6% of com-pletion time in their study. Most recently, a study by Syamimi et al. (2020) on the use of VRfor remote BIM coordination in three Singaporean construction firms as an response toCOVID-19 has reported up to 4 working days of time saving, up to 10000 Singaporean dol-lars (approximately 62000 euros according to the exchange rate on 2 Feb 2021) in cost sav-ing, and an increase of 50000 Singaporean dollars (approximately 31000 euros accordingto the exchange rate on 2 Feb 2021) in sales revenue.
VR also reduces the cost and time for travelling and lodging participants in a diversely lo-cated teams in the AEC industry (Bryant, 2006; Nayak & Taylor, 2009; Pratama & Dossick,2019; Syamimi et al., 2020). This benefit is even more pronounced during the COVID-19pandemic as travelling cost, time, and risks are minimized (Pratama & Dossick, 2019;Syamimi et al., 2020). For instance, Siemens has utilised the virtual mock-up to provide oneof its clients expert maintenance training remotely in VR since the client is located offshore(Boyd & Koles, 2019). Boyd and Koles report the reduction of two to three days of training
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to 45 minutes as well as the scheduling challenges for everybody to be at the same time andplace. This example also amplifies the future economic benefit of the reusability of VR mock-up, which is noted in Whyte (2003).
Figure 8. Persimmon Homes development VR model (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018)
Even though the highest economic benefits of virtual prototyping are in design and construc-tion phase (H. L. Guo et al., 2010), VR also brings business values in sales and marketingphases to AEC firms. VR is still considered as novel in the AEC industry and its adoptionresults in the glossy image of the firm (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). For companies with innova-tion as a business value proposition, adopting VR is beneficial. For instance, BNBuilders, aUS construction engineering company, has gained more contract awards by marketing theirVR usage in projects to enhance their technological innovative image in the market (Haggard,2017). Housing developer Persimmon Homes has given the public a VR tour of its new apart-ment blocks in Sheffield, which attracted local news coverage and promoted sales even whenthe construction has not begun (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). In addition, online non-immersiveVR model has also been used by Munich Airport Center to advertise rental space to potentialcustomers (Whyte & Nikolić, 2018). This way of advertising is cost-effective as the venuefurnishing can be quickly done and helps to reach more clients internationally.
2.4 The limitations that prevent VR adoption in the AEC industry
Interoperability issue between VR software and BIM data is the most significant limitationthat hinders the adoption of VR in the AEC industry (Du et al., 2018; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019;Zhang et al., 2020). In common BIM-VR software, BIM acts a data source that containsmany data types such as building elements, materials, cost, etc. that are based on the Indus-try Foundation Class (IFC) (Chen et al., 2005). Only elements’ material, geometry, and re-lationship from BIM (.ifc) model are transferred to a Filmbox (.fbx) format to create 3Dmodel for the VR environment (Du et al., 2018). The lack of VR standards defining a
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common technological implementation results in the non-robust transfer of BIM data intoVR platform (Brennesholtz, 2018; Noghabaei et al., 2020; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). For instance,one project team in Pratama & Dossick (2019) had to regain the texture of the 3D model lostwhen exporting it from Revit for later use in VR. In addition, common VR software in themarket only focuses on reproducing building geometry and texture while no attention isdrawn to transfer other important data such as element identification and cost (Du et al.,2018; Noghabaei et al., 2020; Pratama & Dossick, 2019). Du et al. (2018) also emphasisesthe lack of information exchange ability between VR and BIM. As decision-making processin the AEC industry is highly data-driven and not all data is always available, the inability toretrieve missing data can hinder the quality of communication through multi-user VR.Moreover, an easy and direct transfer of data generated in VR to most common BIM tool isnot available, which requires additional step to integrate changes made in VR session to theoriginal BIM model (Balzerkiewitz & Stechert, 2020).
Health and discomfort issues are also found as an usual disadvantage for VR users (Zaker &Coloma, 2018). Motion sickness is the most common issue when using VR with numerousfactors influencing user’s susceptibility to it (Stanney et al., 2020). A recent study by Stanneyet al. (2020) report that interpupillary distance (IPD) non-fit is the major cause that hasgreater impact on female users. Females with IPD non-fit tend to experience more motionsickness than males and take more than 1 hour to fully recover after exposure. Comparingthe IPD range support by common VR headset in the market (Stanney et al., 2020) with theIPD range of adult population (Gordon et al., 2014), only Sony PlayStation will fit the every-one but is not powerful enough for industrial use. Common headsets used in the industrysuch as HTC Vive cannot accommodate 35% females and 16% males while those number are60% females and 50% males for Oculus Rift S. In addition to the VR headset, using lesspowerful computers that do not provide at least 60 frame per second (fps) also results inhigher chances of motion sickness (Balzerkiewitz & Stechert, 2020).
Other limitations contributing to the slow adoption rate of VR are found. Even though CADand BIM has gained more popularity in the AEC industry, their use in practice remains lim-ited (Otto et al., 2005; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Since the quality of design review in VR relieson the accuracy and completion of 3D model, adopting VR in the workflow might not befeasible if subcontractors do not use BIM software (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Moreover, studiesby Noghabaei et al. (2020) and Zaker & Coloma (2018) acknowledge the resistance of deci-sion-makers to adopt VR in AEC firms as another major limiting factor. The lack of cost/ben-efit analysis in academic research and knowledge of VR technology from the upper manage-ment account for this challenge (Noghabaei et al., 2020). It is understandable that compa-nies hesitate to invest in VR without knowing the exact implementation cost and savings.Adopting VR requires investment in BIM to create 3D model and VR-compatible hardware(Ozcan-Deniz, 2019; Zaker & Coloma, 2018). In addition, maintaining licenses to VR soft-ware is vital as in-house VR development is neither viable nor beneficial, which might bechallenging for small-size companies (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019; Pratama & Dossick, 2019). Effortsand resources to train their personnel to use VR and especially keep up with the develop-ment of the tool must also not be neglected (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Consequently, this slowadoption from business with fragmented market has made it challenging for VR start-ups toacquire sufficient funding (Perkins Coie LLP, 2020). Such funding is critical for the
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technological development to meet the high requirements from businesses. A feedback loopis then created, which hinders the use of VR in the AEC industry.
2.5 The requirements for the adoption of VR
Evidence has shown that the collaboration experience in real world can be substituted bythat in VR, given that the level of immersion is significant for participants (Morina et al.,2015). Therefore, VR hardware and software are required to support and increase the real-ism perception from the users. Regarding hardware, powerful computers capable of pro-cessing and displaying complex 3D model with low latency are required (Otto et al., 2005).Specifically, a constant frame rate of at least 60 fps or higher at 90 fps is needed as lowerframe rate results in noticeable image lag, increasing the chance of users experiencing mo-tion sickness (Balzerkiewitz & Stechert, 2020). Stanney et al. (2020) suggests that VR head-set manufacturer should include adjustable IPD feature with a range of 50 – 77 mm to min-imize motion sickness because the proposed range captures 99% of both females and males.
VR software should accommodate the design-to-VR process and address poor data synchro-nisation (Du, Zou, et al., 2018; Pratama & Dossick, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). Real-timefeedback to the user’s interaction in VR is required and essential in facilitating the commu-nication in design workshop (Havard et al., 2019). High latency can have negative impactson the quality and efficiency of the decision-making process in construction project (Du, Zou,et al., 2018). VR tool must also facilitate the workflow structure in the AEC industry, ensur-ing importing and exporting in VR is highly compatible with current BIM tool (Pratama &Dossick, 2019). Exporting tool must ensure compatibility of the exported 3D model file withcurrent CAD or BIM authoring tools to avoid additional conversion (Balzerkiewitz &Stechert, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). Balzerkiewitz and Stechert also proposed a guideline onthe how the tool should work as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Requirements for exporting tool in VR sorted by priority in Likert scale (Balzerkiewitz& Stechert, 2020).
Requirements Priority
The program must be useable with just a few clicks (<10) 5
The exporting object type is selectable 4
The transmission time is less than 10 seconds 4
The export is possible to different CAD program 4
The position of the object is automatically calculated 3
It is also important to tailor features to be included in VR that meet the need of each AECcompany (Zaker & Coloma, 2018). The study performed by Zaker and Coloma mentionedonly measuring and movement tool in VR, which could be deemed as essential in their caseto review the design of a construction project. Studies by Balzerkiewitz & Stechert (2020)and Wolfartsberger et al. (2018) on product concept design and component design review,
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respectively, also provide many features that are deemed critical for their cases. The featuresproposed are illustrated in Table 2. However, it remains unclear how they achieve the prior-ity ranking of the features, especially with the former study where A, B, and C ranking isdetermined.
Table 2. Required features in VR (Balzerkiewitz & Stechert, 2020; Wolfartsberger et al.,2018).
Features Priority(Wolfartsbergeret al., 2018) (Balzerkiewitz &Stechert, 2020)
Selecting an assembly group or part A -
Divide a group until reaching the lowest level A -
Selection must be clearly highlighted A -
Move and rotate groups and parts by "grabbing" A -
Move and rotate groups and parts along axes tosimulate manipulation ("open door" or "pull lever”) A -
Hide and show groups and parts B -
"Teleport" function for huge scenes B -
Scaling of the 3D model B 4
Show tools (e.g. screwdriver) instead of defaultcontroller C -
Sectional view of parts C -
Measuring tool for distances, diameters etc. C -
The object is available in a format that is exportableto CAD programs - 5
The reference coordinate systems of all displayedcomponents are visualisable - 5
The shape of the generated objects will be selectedusing an object library - 4
Created objects are related to other objects - 4
Surfaces, edges, and nodes of the created objectsare editable - 3
The alignment of models is automatically based onedges and points - 3
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As design review in VR heavily depends on the accuracy and completeness of the 3D model,BIM practice should indeed be implemented in AEC firms. Beyond that, company must en-sure important stakeholders in the 3D model creation process have similar BIM authoringtools (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Moreover, evidence has shown a large VR familiarity gap be-tween the industry and academia with the latter having more awareness about the benefitsof the technology (Noghabaei et al., 2020). Upper management and decision-makers shouldbe educated about the technology and what it brings to the company. In addition, VR train-ing should also be given to AEC personnel or at least VR specialist in the company to betterintegrate VR into the workflow (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Awareness factor is found to be criticalto enhance the willingness to use VR in the AEC industry (Zaker & Coloma, 2018). The no-tion of VR adoption should be treated as an essential part of the project rather than as anovelty (Pratama & Dossick, 2019). There is also an urgent need for a cost-benefit analysisas well as clear business use case for the use of VR in both the academia and the industry(Noghabaei et al., 2020; Otto et al., 2005; Pratama & Dossick, 2019). They are deemed crit-ical to help business acknowledge the economic value of VR as well as which type of and howVR can be applied in the current workflow of each company (Otto et al., 2005).
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3 Methodology
This study utilises Design Thinking model of Stanford Design School, which is one of themost influential applied models of its kind (Micheli et al., 2019), as an overall framework.Design Thinking, in practice, is a methodology that fills innovation activities with a human-centred mindset with the aim of understanding what the end-users need and providing so-lutions to the root problem (Brown, 2008; Liedtka, 2015). This methodology has been widelyadopted in the product development process in major organisations (i.e. Samsung, P&G, etc.)and used to solve the open, complex, dynamic, and networked nature of current challengesin the modern world (Brown, 2008; Dorst, 2015; Micheli et al., 2019). The model is non-linear process including five steps: Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test (Liedtka,2015). Liedtka has also categorized the model into three main stages: (1) Collecting dataabout user need (Empathize and Define), (2) Generating idea (Ideate), and (3) Testing (Pro-totype and Test). A research procedure of this thesis is developed based on the model andillustrated in Figure 9. The goal of the first stage is to collect necessary understanding aboutthe challenges of the current machine room planning process and user needs for VR adop-tion. The goal second stage aims to generate ideas on the development of the VR environ-ment and the user testing procedure based on the insights gained from the first stage. Thegoal of the last stage is to build the VR environment and test it out with the end-user.
Figure 9. The research procedure.
The procedure embeds user-centricity and involvement at its core which is the fundamentalfeature of design thinking (Micheli et al., 2019). In Planning, a list of key stakeholders aspotential users of VR and assumptions of current challenges in the machine room planningprocess was established. Interview questions were then developed, and potential interview-ees were invited for the next phase – Interview, which are detailed in Section 3.1. Next, theinterview responses were then analysed. Generated insights from the interview and the lit-erature review were used for developing the VR environment and the user testing procedure.Key stakeholders, who are project team members of the testing pilots were invited to thenext phase – User Testing. Details on the testing procedure and its practical implementationare indicated in Section 3.2. Finally, data generated from the user testing were then analysedin the last Analysis phase together with the interview response to address the research ques-tions of this study. The analysis approach in this study is described in Section 3.3.
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Table 3. List of stakeholders involved in the study.






















1. referred as Project Manager later in text
Table 3 indicates all stakeholders involved in the interview phase before testing and in theuser testing phase. In this thesis, the role of Project Director is referred as Project Managerto reduce the complexity of roles for the reader. Customer Solution Engineer is referred inits short form of CSE to avoid unnecessary lengthy sentences. Moreover, the manager roleis sometimes referred as one of the managers when it is deemed not needed or there is a riskof revealing the participant’s identity. Similar approach also applies to the role of engineer.
3.1 Individual interview before user testing
The goal of the interview was to find out (1) the current challenges of the machine roomplanning, installation and maintenance, (2) what the project team has done to tackle thechallenges and their wishes to improve the process, and (3) their perception of VR and theuse of VR in the process before user testing. The first goal addresses the first research
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question. The qualitative semi-structured interview is the method to collect insights fromthe interviewees. This method provides flexibility to adjust and formulate interview ques-tions based on the interviewee’s response to deepen the conversation. The interview sessionstarted with a warm-up section to help interviewees recall their experience with the currentmachine room planning process. Three sections with questions regarding the challenges,improvement suggestion and perception of VR before user testing followed. In the last sec-tion, interviewees were asked to indicate their expectation, viable use cases, and their re-quirements and limitations for the adoption of VR in the current machine room planningprocess.
There were 14 interviewees from four pilots and KONE Global company selected for the in-terview. Participants from Finland are former project team member of the pilot projects andKONE personnel having expertise in the field work. Details on the interviewees and theirroles are disclosed in Table 5. There are two interview types: a 30-min-short-interview anda 1-hour-deep-interview. Both conduct all sections with the latter provides more time todeep dive into the consequences of the current challenges and the interviewee’s viewpointof VR and multi-user VR. The interviews were carried out remotely using Microsoft Teamsa means of communication. Due to a language barrier, two interviews were conducted in awritten format. In this case, two interviewees wrote down their answers based on the givenquestions to be translated for analysis.
3.2 User testing
The objective of user testing is to let potential users experience the use of multi-user VR inthe machine room design review and planning process by replicating actual tasks in the cur-rent process. Due to the emerging COVID-19 restrictions, the project team of one pilot outof four was not able to participate in the test. Three user testing sessions were conductedwith selected BIM models from the project of the remaining pilots. There were in total 9users who are the project team members of the testing pilots. Some also took part in theinterview and more details can be referred to Table 5. All testing sessions were conductedremotely.
Table 4. Interview and user testing participants




CSE 3 x x




Installation Supervisor 1 x x
Installation Supervisor 2 x
Installation Supervisor 3 x
Maintenance Manager x x
Project Engineer x
Project Manager 1 x x
Project Manager 2 x
Project Manager 3 x
Project Manager 4 x
Quality Control Engineer x
Field Support Engineer x
The multi-user VR environment
The VR environment of this study is built on DesignSpace – a multi-user virtual reality baseddesign software. DesignSpace has been developed by 3DTalo, a Finnish start-up that offersVirtual and Augmented Reality solutions for business (https://3dtalo.fi/). All features es-tablished in the VR environment inherits from DesignSpace software with an addition of anew cabling tool. In the virtual environment, users can interact and communicate with eachother through an avatar. Two navigation options are provided with teleporting allowing userto move instantly to a desired landing spot and flying to move freely without being attachedto the floor level. Notable tools that are extensively utilised in this study for object manipu-lation are measurement tool to provide 1:1 measurement, drawing tool to draw 3D cube orfreehand drawing, cabling tool to create representation of electrical conduits, and cameratool to capture the virtual scene.
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Figure 10. The VR environment: a) Menu with most frequent tools highlighted in red; b)Controllers with Navigation options (Teleport and Fly) on the left one; c) Camera tool; d)Measurement tool; e) Cabling tool; f) Free-hand 3D drawing tool; g) Cube drawing tool
Testing procedure
The testing session started with an onboarding section where each participant learns to useVR headset and the VR environment in 30 to 60 minutes based on their availability. Partic-ipants then performed given tasks within 20 - 30 minutes. To enhance collaboration, eachtask was divided into several sub-tasks so that participants must work together to completeit. There were two main task categories: machine room design review and machine roomdesign planning. The former required users to examine the accessibility, maintenance as-pects and installability of the machine room layout. Users then conducted a quick planningof by adding missing components and electrical conduit routing. Most importantly, partici-pants have the freedom to propose and perform relevant tasks which are deemed beneficialfor their work because the main objective is to let them experience using multi-user VR inthe current machine room planning.
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Figure 11. Users are performing given tasks in the multi-user VR environment during thetest.
A semi-structured group interview was then conducted to collect feedback from the usersabout the tool in 45 – 60 minutes. The group interview serves as an open discussion forparticipants to reflect on their multi-user VR experience and connect it to their currentworkflow. Overall, users were asked to describe their experience using the VR environmentand the benefits that they perceive in their current workflow. They were also asked whichfeatures were useful and what was missing and needed improving. Finally, the interviewerasked them to propose potential use cases and their perceived requirements and limitationsto adopt multi-user VR in the current machine room planning.
After testing, a survey (Appendix) using Google Form was distributed to each participant viaemail. The survey aims to systematically collect their opinion for the use of VR in the currentprocess from tendering to handover and quantitatively acquire their preferences on the fea-tures which have been implemented or need implementing in the future. A 5-point-systemLikert scale on the level of agreement and priority suggested in Vagias (2006) was utilised.However, “It depends” was used instead of “Neither disagree nor agree” to improve clarityof the survey whenever respondent is in uncertain (Chyung et al., 2017). Even though thisscale provides a neutral option as the evaluation of VR adoption depends on various factors,the middle point may offer a ground for respondent who do not put effort to answer. Theissue was minimized by asking the respondent to justify their answer whenever they selectthe middle point. Moreover, the list of general use cases was adopted from Zaker & Coloma(2018) as they conduct similar experiment and provide a plausible use case list that fits thesituation of AEC firms. The list of features was established based on the properties of the VRenvironment, the interview responses, and proposal from Wolfartsberger et al. (2018).
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Testing preparation
Two testing criteria are set to maintain compliance with the scope of this study: multi-userVR and real-life task replication. A cross-country testing model (Figure 12) is established toensure that there will always be two active users from two different countries at a time in VR.Each session utilised the project BIM-VR model from one pilot. Participants for every usertesting were the project team members of the testing pilot and other KONE personnel fromother pilots or the Global function located in Finland. The list of tasks conducted in the testwas developed with the help of several professionals at KONE to resemble the actual ma-chine room review and planning process.
Figure 12. Cross-country testing model: Each user test involves users from two differentcountries.
The VR environment was modified with the aim to meeting requirement insights from theinterview responses and literature review. BIM model was manually converted to the virtualenvironment with the help of 3DTalo because the automatic transfer from BIM to VR of theVR environment does not support the manipulation of the base model. In general, the con-version process started with creating a 3D model (.fbx format) from BIM authoring tool suchas Revit (.ifc format) for the virtual environment via a game engine (Du et al., 2018; Zaker &Coloma, 2018). In this study, FBX 3D file format (.fbx) that contains elements’ material,geometry, and relationship was exported from the BIM model in Revit (.ifc). The FBX 3Dfile was then modified in Blender to regain texture and adding label on critical objects suchas drive cabinets because the default exporting function in Revit does not preserve modeltexture. The 3D file was then transformed into a virtual environment using game engine.Moreover, one of the CSEs participated in this study was consulted while building the ca-bling tool to ensure the strict compliance with KONE cable specifications and engineeringrequirements.
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Figure 13. Physical set-up at each testing location.
In every testing session, two testing front lines were involved. There were also remote ob-servers in each session. Each front line has one facilitator and two to three participants thattake turn to use VR. Figure 13 depicts the physical set-up of each testing location. All com-munication between participants of the two testing locations and remote observers wereconducted through Microsoft Teams. The VR environment allows users to communicatewith each other; however, only active VR users can hear it. Therefore, this functionality wasdisabled, and Microsoft Teams was used so that remote observers can listen to what VR us-ers are talking. In each location, a Jabra speaker was connected to the computer so thatparticipants in the same location could hear and communicate to avoid echo. Figure 14 il-lustrate the virtual set up of Microsoft Teams. Each session utilised one BIM model from apilot to create the virtual machine room. The VR view of the active VR user of that pilot wasscreen-shared. Besides, the physical view of all active users was shared for better observation.
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Figure 14. Screenshot of Microsoft Teams of the remote testing set-up. Main users' view ofVR are screen-shared. Main users' camera was turned on (highlighted in red) for remoteobservation.
The VR headsets and computers used in this study are supplied by each front line. Detailson the VR hardware are indicated in Table 6. Most importantly, all testing sessions wereorganised in accordance to COVID-19 safety regulation of each front line. To minimize thevirus infection, all participants physically present in the testing area were required to weara mask. Disposable protection masks were also required to be worn whenever using VRheadset to avoid skin and foam contact. VR headsets were disinfected with alcohol wipeevery time after being used before the next user.
Table 5. VR hardware used in user testing.
Testingsession VR headset Computer system
1
Oculus Rift S CPU Intel® Core™ i7-4720HQ @ 2., 8GB RAM, NVIDIA®GeForce® GTX 980M
HTC Vive CPU Intel® Core™ i7-8700K @ 3.70GHz, 32GB RAM,NVIDIA® GeForce® RTX 2080 Ti
2
HTC Vive Pro +Wireless adapter CPU Intel
® Core™ i7-8700K @ 3.70GHz, 32GB RAM,NVIDIA® GeForce® RTX 2080 Ti
Oculus Rift S CPU Intel® Core™ i7-10750H @ 2.6GHz, 16GB RAM,NVIDIA® GeForce® RTX 2070
3 HTC Vive Pro +Wireless adapter CPU Intel
® Core™ i7-8700K @ 3.70GHz, 32GB RAM,NVIDIA® GeForce® RTX 2080 Ti
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HP Reverb CPU Intel® Core™ i7-8750H @ 2.2GHz, 16GB RAM,NVIDIA® Quadro P1000
3.3 Data analysis
All qualitative data obtained via individual interview before testing, group interview duringuser testing, and the author’s observation of the user testing is analysed using affinity dia-gram method using Miro online whiteboard. Critical notes were written in the electronicpost-it notes which are later clustered into groups to generate insights. Figure 15 illustratesan example of how a part of the interview response is analysed.
Figure 15. A part of the interview response analysis by affinity diagram on Miro.
The analysis is based on the objectives that have been determined for the interview and usertesting. Moreover, due to the relatively small sample size (9 respondents), data collected inQuestion 2 and Question 3 in the survey are interpreted based on the graphical representa-tion in the form of charts. Descriptive statistic is utilised to analyse the quantitative datacollected from Question 8 on the priority ranking of the VR environment features in theLikert scale. Mean, mode, median, and standard deviation are computed using Excel. Inter-pretation of the result is based on all calculated parameters. This is due to the complicatednature of the response which is quantitative in the survey but qualitative in reality. Meangives the overall evaluation while mode and median reflect on how the majority of respond-ents react to the feature. Standard deviation is used to determine the variation in respond-ents’ opinions, which helps to indicate the uncertainty of the feature.
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4 Results
This chapter presents empirical findings derived from the collected data. The chapter isdived into two sections. Section 4.1 indicates the responses from the interviewees before usertesting while section 4.2 provides the results from the group interview and survey responseof participants from the user testing as well as the author’s observation during the test. It isimportant to note that findings in the first parts originate before the study participants areexposed to the use of the VR environment.
4.1 Interview response before user testing
The result from this section is divided into three sub-sections correlating to the pre-deter-mined interview goal as discussed in Section 3.1. Section 4.1.1 describes the challenges thatthe project team members have been confronting in the life cycle of major machine roomprojects. Section 4.1.2 provides critical improvement suggestions from the interviewees andtheir wishes for a better workflow. Section 4.1.3 presents their perception towards VR andits use in high rise projects before exposing to the VR environment.
4.1.1 Challenges in machine room planning, installation, and maintenance
It is important to note that the challenges and consequences discussed in this section arefrom different projects and previous experience of the interviewees.
Technical challenges
The nature of an elevator machine room design is technically challenging. The elevator ma-chine room normally has limited space for elevator machines and components as well asother equipment and building service systems. The positioning of the elevator company’sequipment should be optimal so that other partners’ equipment can be later placed withoutany interference. Besides, all equipment positioning must leave enough room for futuremaintenance activities. Furthermore, all components are connected by cables that runthrough electrical conduits. The design process requires precision in planning and installa-tion due to the vast numbers of services to be linked and the cable’s susceptibility to even aminor external physical or electromagnetic force, respectively. Similar to the cables them-selves, the routing of the trunking was referred to as “the biggest concern” by all design en-gineers and installation supervisors. Determining suitable trunking routes for the variedtypes of cables while maintaining sufficient clearance for movement inside the room to avertsafety risks (e.g. tripping) is demanding. The challenge is elevated significantly in crampedmachine rooms as space is limited.
Complying with stringent codes and standards adds more complexity in the machine roomplanning. To meet the defined quality standard, KONE requires strict conformance to thecompany’s engineering instructions in all machine room designs. The instructions derivefrom many layers of codes according to the local authorities and the KONE global company.These are extensive and detail all aspects of machine room design. For instance, adequate
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distancing, e.g. between machine and wall and clearance space in front of all componentsfor future maintenance, must be achieved. Most importantly, the codes vary between differ-ent machine types and are subject to updates. Hence, designers and engineers must ensurethe use of correct and up-to-date requirements for each machine type.
Figure 16. A 3D model of a 2-storey elevator machine room.
Interviewees also emphasised the complication of planning when 2-storey-machine-room isrequired (Figure 16). In this machine room, motors, drive and controller cabinets are in twodifferent levels. According to the code, the maintenance technician must be able to observethe motor movement, which is controlled from the cabinets on the upper floor. One solutionis to have a steel grating floor instead of concrete, allowing a line of sight between the con-troller and motor. However, the technician might drop small parts or tools to the motorsbelow, causing severe damage and safety risk. CCTV is another solution for observing themotor movement. Nevertheless, the view angle is limited, and motor monitoring via CCTVis therefore ineffective. Having equipment on different elevations also introduces more tech-nical difficulties in cable and trunking planning and installation.
Issues of the 2D drawing
All interviewees addressed the lack of “feeling of size and space” when using 2D drawing.There is a tendency to under-estimate the size of the equipment. “It was hard to imaginewhen seeing it on the drawing only. I once thought a 6m cube was not so big but then shockedwhen saw it in real life”, said CSE 4. This issue causes inefficiency in the installation sinceadditional planning and possible rework is required. One of the managers experienced themiscalculation of the equipment size from the main contractor even though there was a face-
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to-face discussion on site. He said that trunking had to be rerouted because the equipmenttook more headspace than expected. Furthermore, spatial comprehension from a 2D draw-ing is limited and often deemed incorrect as expressed by all Project Managers, Installationsupervisors and CSEs. People usually underestimate how small or cramped the machineroom is in reality, leading to challenges in logistics and executing the installation on site.Regarding the same project mentioned in this paragraph, an extra 8-9 weeks was requiredto install all machine room units due to this issue.
2D drawings are referred to as “too simple”, and that they do not contain enough infor-mation. The standard drawings from the supply line engineering only contain the main com-ponents, and the cable routing and trunking are not included. “Typical submittals do notinclude other trades’ equipment or additional components that require special attention”,said one of the managers. One of the engineers stated that “it is hard to inspect thoroughlybecause the drawing that quality control receive is not detailed enough”. Together with com-munication and upfront planning issues (later discussed in this section), one project’s ma-chine room was unexpectedly packed with additional components as “an afterthought”. Thisproblem resulted in several tens of thousands of euros extra cost for the electricians to adjustall electrical conduits in the room.
Space constraint
Space constraints are a major problem and experienced in 30% of high-rise projects. As theamount of elevator equipment required remains the same, smaller machine rooms createmore engineering difficulties, and most importantly, challenges for future maintenance.With insufficient space reserved, access to the machine room and other maintenance taskssuch as machine replacement or repairing is limited. Hence, this situation elevates safetyrisks to future maintenance technicians.
The elevator machine room size is specified by the customer’s architect together with theelevator consultant and structural engineer. Both Installation Manager and Project Manager4 indicated that customers tend to keep the machine room as small as possible. In high-riseprojects, machine room space is not rentable, hence generating no profit. The customer’sarchitects also might not be aware of the future challenges in maintenance or prioritize them,even if warned. One of the managers indicated that competitors might agree with smallermachine room size in response, to gain favour during the sales phase, even though this in-volves increased risks to future technicians.
Machine room design issue
Most machine room designs only address the functioning of the elevator and installationprocess, with 95% not being optimised for future maintenance activities. Frequent issuesthat are encountered are insufficient clearance space in front of cabinets for maintenancework, as well as between motors and wall for dismantling or transporting if needed. Anotherdesign issue is the interference among the elevator company’s equipment and with those ofother partners. Installation supervisor 3 reported a case where trunking routing cannot beconducted due to a clash with a machine beam. Most importantly, the problem was onlyrealised after all equipment was installed, hence requiring extra time to resolve the issue.
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Nevertheless, it is essential to emphasise that the issue might not be the company’s intentionbut caused by the client’s requirements.
The flow of information, communication and collaboration
CSE 4 indicated that the current flow of information with external stakeholders is compli-cated and inefficient. One of the engineers revealed that critical information (e.g. othertrade’s equipment in the machine room) is often missing, not supplied by the customer intime, or occasionally incorrect. This delay in information sharing leads to the elevator pro-ject team’s inability to start planning, e.g. trunking routing, early enough. The many layersof approval within the company and with the customer account for the current issue. Forinstance, machine room drawings must be approved by different consultants from the cus-tomer and main contractor before the installation process. Project Manager 1 reported a casewhere the field construction team of the Main Contractor almost drilled a wrong hole in thebuilding for the elevator. This incident results from the incorrect drawing given by the maincontractor to the construction team. It could have been a costly mistake but was preventedin time. However, there was a 1-week-delay to get everything back on track.
Within construction industry the communication and collaboration between the supply-lineand front-line has scope for improvement. The current communication between supply-lineand front-line is need-based. In other words, it takes place only when challenges occur. Itneeds improvement because the supply-line decide on the type and positioning of all equip-ment while the front-line coordinates every adjustment with the client. Moreover, the spe-cific information that is required by different stakeholders and when to communicate is notclearly identified, documented and trained. One of the managers indicated that every projectin his frontline unit would need to install at least one additional switch after all equipmentwas installed. Structural changes such as modifying of walls to bringing the electrical circuitfor the missing components might be required. The field team expected the supply-line toprovide details of all switches to be installed. However, supply-line argues that the field teammust be responsible for figuring out the information. Another incident regarding this com-munication issue was reported by Project Manager 3. The supply-line did not communicatethe installation of a minor component to the front-line, which is estimated to cost severaltens of thousands of euros for extra materials and installation labour in response.
Other communication and collaboration challenges were also identified. Firstly, CSE 4 indi-cated that the detail of information evolves significantly through time. By the time materialsneed ordering, crucial information is likely to be missing. The quantity of materials will,therefore, be estimated based on general standards that are not tailored to each machineroom. This situation results in 20 - 25% of excess materials as reported by one of the engi-neers. Secondly, personal relationship affects collaboration. “The name has a face”, said CSE4. Knowing the person essentially accelerates the response time and fosters collaboration.Hence, the current virtual setup, e.g. teleconferencing without face and interaction, is notideal for collaboration. Thirdly, the current means of communication is not effective. TheCSE 3 reported the difficulties to illustrate to external contractors that they could not placeany equipment in particular areas due to potential clash. A Maintenance Manager also ex-pressed the challenge to discuss with clients the safety risk and limitation of future mainte-nance due to space constraints. Moreover, installers use 2D drawing as the reference onsite
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with little information or access to the 3D model. The Installation supervisor 3 suggestedimplementing alternative visualisation approaches so that they can understand the on-siteinstallation logistics better. Finally, trunking routing coordination using BIM is demanding.The CSEs will initiate the drawing in BIM and transfer the model to the field team for com-ments. Adjustments proposed by the latter will then be executed by the former, making theprocess time-consuming.
Organisation and workflow structure
The Maintenance Manager and Quality Control Engineer stated there was a lack of mainte-nance and quality control involvement in the current machine room planning. The commu-nication between others with maintenance and quality control responsibilities remains lim-ited to none. In some areas, the quality control process only occurs in the last stage of theequipment delivery. The Quality Control Engineer remarked, “they do not really have anyfinal say since everything is built already”. The quality control process is also limited to usinga simple 2D drawing as a reference. Hence, the final inspection is not thorough.
Currently, before the equipment arrives in the machine room, the process does not includedetailed planning of the cable routing and trunking. Primarily, the running of the trunkingis conducted “on the fly” and field fit. Since the installation team must plan trunking routingbefore the installation, Installation Supervisor 1 indicated the risk of not having sufficienttime for adequate planning. The field team often encountered unforeseen interference be-tween the elevator company’s and other stakeholders’ equipment, causing installation delayor rework. The additional labour to be recruited due to poor planning is needed to maintaina timely delivery, which increases the cost while reducing profit. Moreover, the dependencyon on-site coordination is significant in the current process. With no standard trunking de-sign on the layout drawings, each installer has a different approach, and they often do notread the general installation instructions. Thus, there has been inconsistency in trunkingand overall installation quality. Lastly, inefficient site logistics is another issue. InstallationSupervisor 1 indicated several consequential challenges such as imprecise material delivery,incorrect installation with the need to dis- and re-assemble components, untidy installationscene, etc.
The strong division between teams, though beneficial for management, challenges the col-laboration and workflow coordination within the construction industry One of the managersindicated that each team has their own area of responsibility, and the challenges faced byothers in the process might not concern them. One of the engineers indicated that all conse-quences occurring after the hand-over stage would be directed to the maintenance teambudget. The impacts of incorrect machine room design and installation can be neither rec-ognised immediately nor systematically quantified. The expense for the installation depart-ment to resolve future problems can be estimated. However, time and effort, which is costin reality, for obtaining permission from the builder and planning to address disruption forthe building users are unquantifiable. Therefore, there is a need for a well-coordinated work-and feedback-flow between teams to enhance the quality of project delivery.
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Other challenges
Unexpected layout changes from customers in equipment positioning and building structuremay affect the progress of machine room planning. Extra time is required for re-planning toavoid interference between the equipment and to find other suitable materials (e.g. longercable) for installation. Besides, CSE 4 expressed that it is incredibly time-consuming to mod-ify and mark up suitable drawings sent by the builders for the supply-line in the initial stage.Another issue is the limited availability of BIM competent persons and systems in the dif-ferent regions and front line engineering departments. Conducting BIM depends on the cli-ent's request, and its cost might not be covered during the sales phase of the project. Thissituation implies that the BIM implementation expenses will be then from the project team.Moreover, A Field Support Engineer commented that the lack of construction competency,especially in the elevator equipment, occurring both internally and externally will have anotable impact. First-time personnel of any kind in the roles such as engineer or even man-ager might struggle to plan trunking routes that comply with the complex regulations as wellas make informed decisions in project coordination.
4.1.2 Improvement suggestions and wishes
Most interviewees suggested having more upfront planning for installation would be bene-ficial, and the wiring and trunking routing should be conducted before construction. It as-sists the team in foreseeing and resolving potential interferences of all equipment. A coher-ent plan for site logistics is indispensable and should also be carried out, with the aim toprovide more guidance for the installer, enhance material delivery efficiency and avoid re-works.
Collaboration between the supply-line and front-line, including maintenance and qualitycontrol, should be enhanced. More coordination sessions to examine the machine room lay-out is suggested. Consideration for future maintenance and modernisation should be raisedand reiterated throughout the project. Project Manager 3 advocated the design for maintain-ability approach at the initial design stage. Overall, the goal is to produce a highly accurateand detailed machine room layout design.
Obtaining early or timely information of all stakeholders’ equipment that would be placedin the machine rooms was also suggested. CSE 4 underscored the need for knowing the sizeand installation method of such equipment to compliment the site logistic planning. Fur-thermore, Project Manager 1 hoped to find a way to construct the project’s first machineroom for reviewing without rushing. Improvement can then be determined before continu-ing with the others.
4.1.3 Perception of VR before user testing
All interviewees had no or little experience with using VR. Those with no experience has seenVR via some demonstration and social media. Others have tried standalone VR headsetwithout controllers through commercial demonstration in shopping malls. None of the in-terviewees has used VR in their work nor perceived it as a collaboration tool. However, noweveryone is aware of what VR is and how it works.
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Positive response
The perception of VR usage in general and at the workplace is positive. VR is deemed bene-ficial by all the interviewees. Installation Supervisor 1 believed that the implementation ofVR would improve the current workflow and make it more efficient. “VR could provide in-sights that are hard to replicate”, said Project Engineer. VR is seen to be a useful simulationtool for design in machine room planning, installation and maintenance. The high realismin spatial comprehension is the crucial feature, accounting for the well-received VR applica-tion. CSE 4 and Maintenance Manager expressed that VR might help them “feel the real size”and realise space constraint issues.
Potential use cases
Firstly, most interviewees stated that the VR should be utilised in installation planning andtraining. By visualising the machine room before installation, Construction Manager re-marked on the ability to foresee all the logistics required. Installation Supervisor 1, CSE 3and Project Engineer commented that it would aid fitters to see the installation process bet-ter, hence minimising the safety risks. Secondly, VR can be used as a means of communica-tion for coordination meetings between stakeholders internally (teams) and externally (cus-tomers). Users can demonstrate their points visually, which attracts more attention from theparticipants and perhaps becomes a catalyst for conversation.
Thirdly, interviewees suggested that VR will come in useful for design planning and review.During this process, there might involve repositioning of equipment, the adjustment of onecabinet possibly requires a similar correction with others, which is often overlooked. Thisissue is expected to be minimised in VR because it offers reality-based object manipulation.The required follow-up adjustment is thus more noticeable. Interestingly, CSE 4 imaginedthat time spent on fixing a problem in VR could be translated into the time required to do soin reality (e.g. 1 hour in VR is equivalent to 10 hours in reality).
On the other hand, interviewees also indicated impractical use cases of VR for maintenance,quality control and supply teams. Maintenance Manager expressed the concern since “theydo not have the final say” in machine room planning. This issue coincides with the QualityControl Engineer’s response summarised in Section 4.1.1. Even though the Project Engineerconsiders VR as beneficial, the added benefit is not significant enough to introduce VR intothe supply-line. Their focus is on creating 2D drawings with positioning components, whichis well-defined and needs to comply with the codes and standards.
Features requested in VR
Most of the requested features were driven by the proposed use cases. In both installationand design where planning involves a high level of object manipulation, the intervieweesrequested to be capable of moving the equipment model part by part in VR. Realistic move-ment should also be well-simulated in VR. CSE 3 and CSE 4 suggested real movement ofcabinet doors such as sliding or opening. Besides, CSE 4 indicated the need for an effectivenote-taking option. Tagging people is also requested, which signifies to the person in
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concern about the adjustment made in the model. Most importantly, interviewees proposedthat all information on equipment in the machine room should be included in the simulation.This request would not just be limited to the name but also addresses other properties suchas object dimension and material type.
Requirements and perceived limitations of VR
The complex hardware required to implement VR is one of its limitations. Interviewees ex-pressed their concern on the cost and the amount of space needed to facilitate a VR system.The construction site environment is another factor that might not be suitable for storingand using VR. The computer systems and the headsets would be damaged due to the pres-ence of dust. The internet connection at the site is also sometimes not existent or unstable.Therefore, CSE 3 perceived that 2D-drawing on paper is more ergonomic than VR in thiscase. CSE 3 also deduced that AR is perhaps more suited to be used on-site than VR.
BIM is indispensable and becoming mandatory for creating the virtual environment in con-struction, which requires substantial resources to carry out. There is currently no automaticprocess to convert a 2D layout (.dwg file) to BIM. Manual transferring takes time, especiallywhen there are no BIM-capable personnel in the project team. In such a case, the process isdirected to the supply-line engineering or hiring a skilled user. Creating a BIM design by thesupply line team for a simplified machine room layout containing six cars without trunkingrequires 24 working hours and two weeks lead time.
The quality of the planning outcome in VR is highly dependent on the quality of BIM con-struct. CSE 4 emphasised that high accuracy is crucial when transferring 2D layout to BIM.To achieve this, Field Support Engineer indicated the need to involve competent personnelfrom both CSE and installation teams. In this context, Project Engineer remarked on theneed for coherent knowledge transfer between the two teams. The installation team has thefield expertise and experience to know the actual need when designing machine rooms.Hence, it is essential to direct that knowledge so the CSE can accurately conduct BIM. Be-sides, it is also critical for the CSE to communicate the design details with the installers ef-fectively. They can thus utilise the information and make informed decisions on the con-struction site.
Both Field Support Engineer and Project Manager 1 indicated that successful VR implemen-tation could only be achieved when sufficient resources are available. Resources here referto budget, time, and effort. They believe that VR is currently not plug-and-play, hence re-quiring substantial training for users to utilise the technology effectively. Since differentstakeholders in the company has different schedule intensity, it is important to communi-cate in advance and provide suitable training sessions.
Other concerns regarding the use of VR in planning and collaboration
Project Manager 1 and CSE 5 prefers room-scale VR rather than seated VR. As they antici-pate experiencing the realism of VR, being able to function naturally like in reality, e.g. walk-ing around, is crucial. They are also afraid that the difference between moving around in VRand being static in reality will cause headaches.
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Furthermore, one of the CSEs is concerned whether the benefits that VR brings to the ma-chine room planning process is significant, compared to showing the 3D BIM model on a 2Dscreen. Implementing VR is introducing an extra step to the process, which requires sub-stantial investment. Even though the installation process is well-planned by using VR, FieldSupport Engineer noted that an experienced person in charge is still needed onsite to elim-inate any wrongdoing. Hence, the added value should justify the future resources allocated.
Moreover, Project Manager 1 addressed the challenging consequences of showing VR to thecustomer. There is a need to understand the client’s level of competency in BIM executionand VR, hence inferring if this is beneficial or not for the customer. They might also set ahigher expectation after seeing the machine room in VR, which in return creates more chal-lenges for the project team.
Lastly, CSE 3 indicated that the acceptance of applying VR in the workflow or as a platformfor collaboration is not guaranteed. Some people are reluctant to the technological shift be-cause it might disrupt their workflow. Therefore, the purpose and value of VR should becommunicated well to all potential users.
4.2 User testing: observation, group interview, and survey responses
This section is divided into four sub-sections corresponding to the pre-determined objec-tives of the user testing in section 3.2. The first section (4.2.1) describes both positive andchallenging experience while conducting the user testing. The remaining explain how par-ticipants perceive the benefits (section 4.2.2), requirements (section 4.2.3) and the applica-tion (section 4.2.4) of VR and specifically the VR environment in the their current workflow.
4.2.1 User experience: advantages and challenges
Positive responses toward the use of VR were received during three user testing sessions.Some challenges have been found during the testing phases, which might affect the overalluser experience with the VR environment.
VR brings collaboration to life more effectively
Participants were captivated by the experience of planning and reviewing machine room de-sign using VR. They remarked on the greater interactivity of viewing the machine room inVR than presenting it in BIM on a 2D screen. They also decided to spend up to one morehour in the first testing session and other onboarding sessions to explore VR. Besides, par-ticipants in the final testing asked for more access to VR for their local front-line. ProjectManager 2 indicated the desire to have another machine room with some design challengesimported in the session to perform design review. The manager also remarked that otherproject managers in the same region would be willing to investigate such use of VR.
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Figure 17. Participants feedback on the VR collaborative environment after user testing.
A high level of immersion was observed during the sessions. Participants in the first usertesting indicated being in the same space even though they are located in different countries.All participants tend to use both verbal and non-verbal expressions as in face-to-face discus-sion. Verbal clauses such as “I lost you”, “where he is standing”, “can you stay behind me”,etc. and deictic expressions like “here” and “there” were used. Some participants also utilisedtheir hand gestures to address positioning. One of them tried to poke another user becausethe other was blocking his way. CSE 2 and Maintenance Manager indicated the feeling ofstanding in the installation site. CSE 3 and Project Manager 4 attempted to sit on the floorto view beneath the machine. Furthermore, all indicated the collaboration conductedthrough VR is valuable and superior to Microsoft Teams which is the current means of com-munication for remote working. CSE 4 depicted VR as “an advanced video call” but “muchmore interactive”.
The participants also realised an excellent sense of realism. They all remarked a high levelof dimension and spatial comprehension referred to as “true size”. This benefit was broughtby the ability to view models in 1:1 scale, which is deemed the most critical VR property byall participants. Additionally, the overall layout of the machine room is better comprehendedthrough the real-scale-visualisation. Design adjustments and modifications are easily com-municated using VR. The Maintenance Manager noted that the team usually has to imaginethose changes in the conventional meeting, increasing the chance for design errors. Instal-lation Supervisor 2 indicated that VR could offer tremendous value to the machine roomplanning and installation process, especially for major projects. With interactive object ma-nipulation, the real-scale visualisation in VR potentially helps the project team make moreinformed decisions.
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Figure 18. Two users are reviewing the machine room layout design in the VR environment.
Some features in the VR environment are frequently utilised and deemed significantly usefulin the testing sessions. The measuring tool is highly used and appreciated by all participants.Project Manager 2 indicated that the tool is crucial because it allows users to check if theequipment is installed correctly by accurate real-scale measurement. Additionally, Free-hand drawing will enable users to quickly markdown or highlight changes made to com-municate with others easily. Drawing cube helps users create boxes to represent missingcomponents such as drive cabinets or main switches. The Cabling tool allows users to planelectrical wire before installation following engineering standards, making the process sim-ple while complying with the strict codes. Moreover, the Camera tool enables participants toefficiently transfer changes made in the session visually to others by capturing the virtualscene.
Practical challenges during the user testing
Health and comfort issues were experienced during the testing sessions. Headaches werereported in the first and second user testing with two (out of four) and one (out of three)cases, respectively. It is important to note that one case from both sessions is from the sameparticipant. That participant (female) experienced sustained headaches after every 7 - 10minutes of VR exposure while the other participant (male) reported once after 30 minutesusing VR and fully recovered after 5 minutes of resting. No health issue was found in thethird testing. All participants in the first session indicated a high level of brightness in OculusRift S and HTC Vive headsets, accounting for the reported health issue. Another cause couldbe from the IPD non-fit with the Oculus Rift S, as discussed in Section 2.5. Participants inthe third testing reported that the VR headset kept slipping away from their head regarding
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the comfort issue. The protection mask used in the session is suspected of causing the prob-lem as it might reduce friction between the mask and the headset.
The nature of the VR environment also caused some challenges. The virtual environmentdoes not have clash detection. As the cube created by users and the wall share the defaulttexture, some participants were not aware that parts of the cube were submerged in the wallwhile moving. This condition lead to error in measuring as the participants return to checkon the cube size. Moreover, severe synchronisation issues in the first testing disrupted inand prolonged the testing procedure. There were differences in what participants in twofront-line units saw in the virtual environment. The action done in one country was syncedwith enormous latency or even not synced. As a result, the virtual scene was a mess-up (Fig-ure 19), and collaboration could not be facilitated. The issue was resolved by restarting theprogram, but a synchronisation delay persisted. Unstable internet connection was suspectedas the leading cause for this challenge.
Figure 19. The mess-up VR scene due to synchronization issue in the first user testing.
Participants also noted some usability challenges with the VR environment. Firstly, eventhough onboarding sessions are given, they could not remember where and how to use thetools. Secondly, participants tend to look at their eye level when performing drawing whilethe drawing process is initiated on the right controller. Hence, they were always confusedbecause they did not see what they were trying to do. Thirdly, some tools are not intuitiveand difficult to perform. Participants complained that objects were not highlighted whenbeing chosen in the Hide Object tool. The tool requires users to slightly press the trigger tohighlight the selected object before firmly pressing the trigger to hide it. In addition, theynoted that the “snap-to-surface” feature of the cabling tool is complicated. Drawn cables by
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default are attached to the surface; hence, users need to disable that feature to freely draw itin the air and reselect to snap the wires back to the intended surface. Moreover, the way thatthe Moving tool utilises the controller is deemed “not convenient”. In the VR environment,moving objects is done via the touch wheel while copying objects is conducted through thetrigger. However, participants emphasised that the trigger is more intuitive to press. Theykept pressing the trigger to move the object, making them need to hide the object and per-form the action again.
Some challenges also occur with the implementation of remote user testing. In the first ses-sion, there was a language barrier with one participant, making the communication compli-cated. Latency in transmitting voice audio in Microsoft Teams also contributed to the addedcomplexity in communication. There was also no facilitator helping from the other country.Hence, the author had to facilitate participants across two countries simultaneously. To-gether with synchronisation issues and complex communication, the facilitation was chal-lenging. In the second testing, the voice of the person wearing the VR headset was challeng-ing to hear by others remotely. The play area was far away from the Jabra speaker’s micro-phone, making recording the user voice difficult. The session also took place in an open space,which diffused the user’s voice and contributed to the issue. Moreover, participants indi-cated the problem with referencing to a particular engineering requirement and drawingdetails. Both Project Manager 1 and Installation Supervisor 2 noted that they could accessthe engineering instruction and the 2D drawing whenever needed in design review sessions.However, they were not able to do so while wearing the VR headset.
4.2.2 The benefits of multi-user VR
The overall benefits of applying multi-user VR in the machine room planning, installationand maintenance process that are reported by the participants are illustrated in Figure 20.Essentially, the three main advantages, visualising with real scale and high immersion, easeof communication, and freedom of viewing create the foundation for others. Consequently,VR provides a more intuitive environment for planning that helps the project team easilyidentify potential constraints and challenges in the installation and maintenance process.Adding the multi-user aspect facilitates collaboration not only within a team but also withother teams in the company. Overall, using multi-user VR enhances the project team’s con-fidence in design review while saving its cost and time. Ultimately, these benefits fosterKONE’s brand as an innovation-driven company.
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Figure 20. Benefit of VR found by the participants in user testing.
VR enables an immersive perception of the machine room layout with 1:1 scale. Seeing thingsis always better than only imagining as emphasised by Maintenance Manager and CSE 2.Participants also recognised the difference in size between seeing the layout in 2D drawingor BIM and VR, which helps the team make informed adjustments. Project Manager 4 saidthe machine room “looks smaller than I imagine” and proposed to “move the controller a bitto the centre so we will have more space for people to get into the machine from behind thecontroller”. CSE 4 also had a similar experience when realising that the main switch wasbigger than expected.
Multi-user VR reduces the friction in communication between users. Participants were ableto use and take advantage of both verbal and non-verbal expressions. By combining those,such as pointing at a component (hand gesture) and verbally explaining the user’s intention,others can easily understand the message. Besides, CSE 3 expressed that “having everybodylook at the same thing” even when you are in different locations simplify the communicationprocess. Project Manager 1 also added that VR captured the other’s full attention comparedto the conventional online meeting, accelerating the message delivery in communication.
VR offers users a freedom of movement to view the design layout without being restricted tocertain viewpoints. CSE 4 indicated that only either a section or elevation of the layout couldbe viewed via 2D drawing at a time. The engineer noted that having the freedom for viewingcomes in useful, especially when there are irregularly shaped objects. Project Manager 1 ap-preciated the total control to move around and look at any direction in VR. CommunicatingBIM currently involves showing on a flat screen, meaning that others need to ask whoeverpresenting to adjust the view accordingly.
VR was deemed as more intuitive for machine room planning by all participants. ProjectManager 1, Installation Supervisor 1, and Installation Supervisor 2 indicated VR makes wir-ing, trunking, site logistic and future maintenance planning easier. During the testing, CSE3 was able to draw a cable that he has been trying but not yet managed in Revit. The engineerexpressed “much easier to spin the model (view) around to see it from different angles” be-cause performing similar tasks in Revit requires complex tool manipulations.
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The virtual environment helps participants easily identify potential constraints and chal-lenges onsite. In the first user testing, Project Manager 4 found one minor issue that wouldcause future disturbance for the installation and maintenance team. The manager also notedthat they might have space constraint issues if equipment from other stakeholders is laterinstalled. During the second testing, a challenge for future wiring of the current machineroom layout was recognised. The participants hence utilised the session to reorganise somecomponents quickly. Moreover, a main switch was added to the layout during the session.The Maintenance Manager quickly spotted an interference with the main switch for the ma-chine’s future movement because there is not enough clearance space. Similar findings werealso found in the final testing session.
Collaboration between participants was easily facilitated, thanks to the multi-user VR envi-ronment. This benefit primarily originates from the ease of communication explained earlierin this chapter. Project Manager 1 indicated that collaborative VR is most useful when mak-ing arrangements for the equipment. In the final testing session, CSE 3 utilised the time todemonstrate and validate the cable he needs to plan with his manager. The engineer foundit “much easier than showing this in Revit” and took much less time than he expected.
Being able to measure and perceive the machine room layout accurately helps improve theconfidence in design review. Project Manager 2 and Installation Supervisor 2 remarked withgreat satisfaction that the model they design has enough space for maintenance and puttingelectrical conduit behind the motors. Most importantly, having the VR layout can serve asmeasurement proof to communicate with the installation team. The extra confidence gainedin design review helps gain control over site logistic planning. Project Manager 4 noted thatthe installation team would take over the decision-making process if there is any ambiguity,which is often not fully optimised for labour and cost-saving.
Overall, applying multi-user VR can help the project team save time and costs. Coordinationmeetings between supply-line and front-line teams can be shortened to one 30-minute-meeting, replacing the need for 2-3 longer sessions. Project Manager 1 indicated that real-scale measurement in VR provides a more accurate estimation of materials. This benefithence leads to the reduction of excess amount and expenses of materials. Moreover, ProjectManager 4 indicated that having clients using VR to collaboratively review machine roomdesign can “get our machine room signed off in hours, not months”. Getting the clients toapprove machine room layout is a critical step and could be a roadblock if prolonged in ma-chine room planning and installation. By using multi-user VR, every adjustment can be im-mediately demonstrated and assessed by the client, potentially reducing the time spent ofthe current process of design approval from months to just hours.
Ultimately, the application of VR can reinforce KONE brand as the leader in technologicaladvancement. Project Manager 4 remarked on the story of how he has used 4D BIM in thepast project. The 4D BIM was utilised to create a video demonstrating how KONE wouldinstall a challenging component to the main contractor. It has left a powerful impression onthe main contractor, who later asked other companies to provide such a demonstration.Hence, implementing VR could strengthen KONE’s image in the industry, enhancing itsmarket competitiveness and attracting more clients.
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4.2.3 Requirements to apply VR in machine room planning
Participants have raised many requirements that is critical to the successful adoption of VRin the current workflow. High accuracy in the 3D model, effective onboarding and robustimplementation, as well as suggestions for new features of the VR environment are found.
The need for more accurate models
The machine room model dimension in VR must be as accurate as possible to the actualmachine room. As planning is entirely based on 1:1 scale measurement, significant devia-tions can severely impact future installation. Besides, CSE 4 noted that some componentslike drive and controller cabinets exist as one single unit. Such components should begrouped when conducting BIM. Hence, they can be moved together to simulate realisticmovement.
The machine room model in VR should also include all physical components. CSE 2 elabo-rated on the requirement to include all equipment, building structure, and the mechanical,electrical and plumbing (MEP) system. This request is highly recommended for the internaldesign review. Like in this study testing, having only elevator equipment might underesti-mate the machine room’s complexity and cause users to overlook potential interference. CSE3 and Project Manager 2 pointed out that achieving the requirement depends on the client’sBIM progress. They also noted that communication between the company and clients playsa vital role in acquiring the full model.
More details on some objects are needed in the future. For instance, drive and controllercabinets are currently depicted as boxes. Details such as cabinet doors and minor compo-nents inside should be illustrated in VR. CSE 2 indicated that customers nowadays expect ahigher sense of realism in a 3D model demonstration. As a result, more collaboration withthe Research and Development department is needed to ensure each part’s BIM availabilitywhenever new equipment is developed.
Effective onboarding process
VR onboarding or training materials should be tailored to different needs. There were sig-nificant distinctions in VR competency between different people despite having similar timespent on learning. The CSE, experienced in conducting BIM, learnt to use VR faster andremembered how to use it longer than others. Hence, training materials should be designedto cater to different levels of technological competency. VR training should also be case-oriented to help users learn particular tricks to perform high-level tasks. Moreover, quickguide for using VR should be considered. Such materials specifically aim at those familiarwith VR but have not used it for a long time.
VR training for users should be conducted frequently. All participants argued that havingmore training in terms of time spent and frequency could avoid the usability challenges dis-cussed in Section 4.2.1. Complicated tools with several features embedded, such as cablingand moving, require more attention and effort from the user to fully comprehend and master.
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Furthermore, Project Manager 1 remarked on the need to let future participants learn the2D drawing of the machine room layout, especially those not under their responsibility. Thisnotion is crucial as it helps facilitate a fruitful discussion.
A robust implementation
For a wide-scale adoption, VR-compatible hardware should be available at branch levelacross frontlines with sufficient support. This approach helps answer the concern of VR ac-cessibility from Installation Supervisor 2. The project team hence can utilise it whenever andas often as needed. Furthermore, Project Manager 4 preferred the portable hardware set,allowing better flexibility to use in different locations when required. Wireless VR headset isalso suggested because the users have more freedom to move around the play area withoutrestriction as observed in the second and third testing sessions.
The VR software should run as smooth as possible to obtain the best user experience. Allparticipants in the first user testing emphasised that synchronisation is required to workproperly as it is the core mechanism for collaborative VR. Additionally, Project Manager 1indicated the need for more development to make the current VR environment more intui-tive and remove unnecessary complications in such tools. The suggestion enhances the userexperience with natural object manipulation and reduces the time needed for training.
Most importantly, a comprehensive workflow structure is needed to facilitate the applicationof VR. The process of importing the BIM model in the VR process should be automatic toachieve minimum manual transferring. CSE 3 emphasised that VR software should extract3D models from Revit and Navisworks, used for internal BIM implementation and clashcoordination with clients, respectively. Such automatic processes must preserve BIM scaleand texture while allowing users to manipulate the base model freely. CSE 3 noted that thecomplicated workflow to transfer BIM to VR used in this study should be avoided. Further-more, the exporting process from VR needs more development to capture all informationgenerated in the session. A reliable note-taking approach was then recommended by CSE 3.Project Manager 2, Installation Supervisor 2, and Project Manager 1 emphasised on the needto implement a robust transfer process of obtained information in VR to the installationteam. Project Manager 1 noted that the field team often utilises paper drawing. An exportingoption to such means of communication should be considered while conducting the devel-opment of VR.
Assessment and development suggestion on the features included in the VR en-vironment
Table 7 indicates the importance ranking of features of the VR environment implemented inthis study. Each feature is evaluated following a 5-point Likert scale (1 – Not a priority, 2 –Low priority, 3 – Medium priority, 4 – High priority, and 5 – Essential). The importance ofall features except “Show tools instead of controllers” and “Move objects freely without re-striction” is well-perceived since their modes are above 4. “Show tools instead of controllers”has the highest standard deviation, implying a significant division in opinions between re-spondents. This feature is regarded as not urgent with both mean and mode of 3. Interest-ingly, “Teleporting” and “Highlighting selected object” share similar results on having equal
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numbers of responses for each mode detected. Nonetheless, they are still considered a highpriority with mean and median of 4.
Table 6. The importance of features implemented in the VR environment (sorted by mean)
Features Mean Mode Median
Stand-arddevia-tion
Wolfarts-berger et al.(2017)
Measurement tool 4.8 5 5 0.44 C
Cabling tool 4.7 5 5 0.5 -
Ability to take a picture or video inVR 4.4 5 5 0.73 -
Teleporting 4 5* 4 0.87 B
Highlighting selected object 4 5* 4 0.87 A
Move objects freely without re-striction 3.9 3 4 0.93 -
Show tools instead of controllers 3 3 3 1.22 C
* Three modes detected which are 5, 4, and 3.
Measurement tool is deemed as most essential (highest mean with mode of 5) by all partic-ipants (lowest standard deviation). Currently, the tool only utilises the International Systemof Units standard measurement, i.e. the metric system. As it would also be used in the US, itis crucial to implement the standard measurement system (e.g. feet and inches). It helps toavoid miscalculation caused by manual conversion between the two measurement systems.Besides, an auto-alignment option that helps users make accurate measurement lines be-tween objects located far away was suggested. During the user testing, participants per-formed great distance measuring between i.e. motor and ceilings, room dimension, etc. mostof the time. The current VR environment allows users to freely create a measurement line,which might result in the non-perpendicular line (line (1) in Figure 21) both horizontally andvertically. This suggestion is also applicable for small distance between objects as the samesituation with the non-perpendicular measuring line occurs (line (3) in Figure 21). As thedesign review process depends heavily on the accuracy of the measurement tool, this sug-gestion is critical and requires attention.
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All respondents also considered the Cabling tool as second most essential, implied from itssecond lowest standard deviation and highest mean. Participants in the first user testingsuggested implementing a 10mm cable size to depict the low voltage cables in reality. It isimportant to note that the suggestion was then implemented in the second and third ses-sions. Moreover, Installation Supervisor 2 emphasised on making the “snap-to-surface” fea-ture of the tool more automatic. The tool should allow users to draw cable vertically or hor-izontally in the air from any surface without the need to switch on and off the feature man-ually.
“Ability to take a picture or video in VR” follows in the ranking with the third highest mean.It is important to note that recording video is not supported natively in the VR environment.The Camera tool only enables capturing pictures of the VR scene. One of the CSEs empha-sised the desire to export VR recording for showing to customers. The engineer remarkedthat showing videos is more practical than involving the client to use VR in case of early VRadoption. The clients might not have implemented VR yet; hence, VR is not applicable in thecurrent market.
Evaluation and implementation suggestions on potential features in the future







Figure 21. Measurement lines: (1) incorrect measurement line of great distance; (2) correctmeasurement line of great distance; (3) incorrect measurement line of small distance;(4) correct measurement line of small distance
900
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also challenging. The tool will help the team accurately identify future interference with allequipment, building structure and the MEP system.
Table 7. Potential features to be implemented in the future (sorted by mean)
Features Mean Mode Median Standarddeviation
Wolfarts-berger etal. (2017)
Reset object's position toits original place 4.8 5 5 0.44 -
Trunking tool 4.7 5 5 0.5 -
Show object information(e.g. name of cabinets,dimension, etc.) 4.6 5 5 0.53 -
Select parts of the basemodel to interact 4.4 5 5 0.73 A
Export into BIM file 4.3 4 4 0.71 -
Move objects with realis-tic constraints 4.2 5 4 0.83 A
Note-taking tool 4.2 5 4 0.83 -
Importing documents(pdf, image, etc.) 4.1 5 4 1.05 -
Delete object 4 4 4 0.87 -
Disassemble object (e.g.motor) into smaller partsto interact 3.4 4 4 1.01 A
Haptic feedback (e.g.controllers vibrate whenhit the wall, etc.) 3 4 4 1.58 -
Tagging people 3 3 3 1.22 -
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Respondents also considered the following tools as high priority for future implementationwith little variation in opinions: “Select parts of the base model to interact”, “Note-takingtool”, “Move objects with realistic constraints”, “Export into BIM file” and “Delete objects”.They all have high mean, mode and median scores above 4. Regarding the creation of real-istic constraints, one of the CSEs gave examples on the outward door opening, sliding door,and equipment grouping (discussed in Section 4.2.1). Regarding the note-taking tool, one ofthe CSEs suggested the ability to add text, and this feature could be done via either a virtualkeyboard or voice recognition.
Opinions between respondents are most divided on “Haptic feedback”, “Tagging people”,“Disassemble object into smaller parts to interact” and “Importing documents” with theirstandard deviations above 1. The first three features are deemed not urgent to implement asimplied from their low means and modes. Though importing documents receives high rating,the significant variation between respondents’ perspective leads to the uncertainty in deem-ing it as high priority. This feature nevertheless might resolve the referencing challenge dis-cussed in Section 4.2.1. Project Manager 1 and CSE 2 remarked on the idea of importingmachine room layout in 2D drawing format into VR.
Some features to improve the practicality of VR in machine room planning that were not onthe given list were also suggested. Participants from the first testing indicated the need forposition locking. One of the CSEs elaborated that the base model should be locked by default.Users must unlock before making any adjustment, hence reducing unintentional move-ments of the object. A BIM data retrieving system was also recommended to facilitate “Showthe object information” feature. The system should be accompanied by a component librarywhich allows users to add any components when needed. CSE 2 imagined it as close to thedigital twin concept.
Other features to enhance the general VR usability were also recommended. Auto-importingto VR from Revit and Navisworks, as discussed in the requirement (chapter 5.2.1.3), wasmentioned. Moreover, Project Manager 1 suggested implementing brightness adjustment inthe headset. Both the manager and CSE 4 argued that it might help increase the eye comfortfor the user. However, adjusting brightness often depends on the hardware capability andneeds more investigation in its implementation.
4.2.4 VR utilisation in practice
According to Figure 22, VR could be applied during all the stages of the process from plan-ning to handover of the completed machine room. Figure 23 also shows that participantsagree to use VR both internally and externally. However, it has been found that the adoptionof VR heavily depends on different use cases and the nature of each project.
Stage to be implemented
The number of “agree” to “strongly agree” responses for each stage are the highest. Machineroom planning in the frontline, design review and installation are significantly recom-mended with only “agree” and “strongly agree” responses. Some participants cast doubt oreven disagreed with the use of VR in other stages.
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Figure 22. Participants’ opinions on when to use VR in the current process of machine roomplanning, installation and maintenance.
It is suggested to use VR in major supply line engineering departments in Finland, China,and the USA. Project Manager 1 and CSE 2 indicated that supply teams could utilise VR foraccurate material ordering. CSE 3 indicated VR could help ease the communication betweenthe supply and front lines. Regarding the use of VR in the maintenance stage, some castdoubt and questioned the added value for the team. It is argued that maintenance teamsoften work in finished areas, in which the benefits VR brings might not justify its compli-cated implementation. However, VR can help the team check the maintainability of theequipment during the design process. Besides, VR was also recommended in the sellingphase to demonstrate the aesthetic and the company’s capability for the customers.
Most importantly, the use of VR should be determined on a case-by-case basis as empha-sised by CSE 3 and in the survey. On a micro level, it depends on various project-relatedfactors. First of all, not all projects have BIM implementation ready for VR. Secondly, con-straints on resources such as budget for implementing BIM and VR training for the projectteam is another issue. Hence, the decision to use VR relies on the management board of theproject. Finally, the engineering complexity of the project defines whether VR is needed ornot. Participants foresee the added value of VR in high-rise projects that require tailoredsolutions and involve more safety risk. In contrast, volume projects which include standarddesign machines do not need to apply VR. On a macro level, market compatibility with VRimplementation is another concern. Customers in some markets only expect 2D drawing,not even BIM. The market hence is not ready to fulfil the requirements discussed in Section4.2.3. Applying VR then does not bring any benefits but rather serves as a marketing strategyfor the company.
Proposed use cases
It seems collaboration within the team (option 1) and between teams (option 3) are in thehighest interest with 8 “strongly agree” responses out of 9. Though having less “stronglyagree” response (6 responses), individual work still gains positive feedback. External usewith customers shares a similar positive reaction from the participants with one disagreed.
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Figure 23. Participants’ feedback on internal (the first three options) and external (the lastoption) use cases of VR.
The use of VR for individual work varies between roles. Though agreed that VR is beneficial,Project Manager 1 still cast doubt on the added value it brings for the manager’s role because“I’m using a lot of Excel right now”. Nonetheless, all participants found VR brings most ben-efits to the installation team in terms of visualisation for fitters and site logistic planning.Regarding collaboration between teams, CSE 3 emphasised on using VR for coordinationmeetings between supply-line and frontline. Installation Supervisor 2 indicated that thefront-line team could also utilise VR to communicate design details with the installationteam. Besides, Project Manager 1 disagreed with the external use of VR with the currentdevelopment. The manager noted that clients might be demanding on VR implementation,which later causes more challenges for the construction company during the early adoption.
CSE 2 and Installation Supervisor 2 suggested the elevator pit and landing door could be thenext target to apply VR in addition to the machine room. In such small areas, many equip-ment with complex fixing arrangements is located. Using VR to foresee potential interfer-ences and plan the installation process can help minimise safety risks. Besides, the installa-tion team’s training can utilise VR due to the high immersion level and 1:1 scale of VR. In-stallation Supervisor 1 indicated new or less-experienced fitter will benefit most from suchuse cases.
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5 Discussion
It is important to note that this study allowed users to conduct real tasks that participantsoften do in the current machine room planning workflow. Each participant performed test-ing on the actual project on which they were currently working. Therefore, it can be deducedthat the results obtained are highly relevant and applicable in the context of the AEC indus-try. This chapter will discuss the critical findings in this study by combining the results fromthe interview before and during user testing as well as the literature review. The discussionis divided into several sub-chapters that correspond to the research questions. In the end,Section 5.7 summaries and answers them.
5.1 The inter-connected and networked nature of the current chal-lenges in machine room planning
The challenges found from the interview are inter-connected. The underlying problems thatare intertwined with others are complex communication, information-lacking 2D drawing,and non-standardised workflow structure. The impact of these problems is only recognizedin the installation and later maintenance phases. For instance, inefficient communicationwith external stakeholders, found also in Zhang et al. (2020), together with the evolvingamount of information leads to the lack of information for upfront planning in the construc-tion phase. As a result, the planning cannot be conducted early enough, causing insufficienttime for planning trunking and wiring. Strong division of teams leads to limiting the com-munication and collaboration between them, for examples between supply-line, front-line,quality controls, and maintenance. Inadequate means of communication and ineffectivecommunication between supply-line and front-line cause design errors to be overlooked.Many studies (Gu et al., 2014; Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Wolfartsberger et al., 2018; Zaker &Coloma, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020) have raised similar issues. The issue of BIM availabilitywas also discussed in Otto et al. (2005).
These problems directly affect the work of design and installation of the machine room. Allmonetary and time estimates that participants were able to provide in response to addressthe consequences (Section 4.1.1) originate from real-life examples of these problems. Hence,it can be implied that these problems are the most critical and need to be addressed imme-diately. Following improvement suggestions can be deduced: better flow of information,more effective means of communication and involvement between teams, and improvedworkflow structure with more planning. These inferences entirely fit with all improvementsuggestions from the interviewees as indicated in Section 4.1.2.
5.2 Multi-user VR offers positive experience for the users
All interviewees and user-testing participants have limited to none experience with VR. De-spite that, their response toward the application of VR remains positive before and aftertesting, even with those who did not participate in the experiment. High perception of spatialcomprehension, real-scale and realism, which are highly anticipated and accounts for posi-tive response from the interviewees before testing, was all confirmed during the experiment.
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Participants in the user testing were considerably immersed in the virtual machine room.Some interesting signs of this immersion were that some sat on the floor to check beneaththe machine, one of the supervisors tried to poke the other users for blocking his way, andsome reported feeling of being on the actual installation site. A recent study (Zaker & Coloma,2018) which conducted a similar experiment with a group of AEC professionals in a real-lifeproject, reported similar positive responses from their participants. Participants expressedthe feeling of being together in the same machine room with the ability to use both verbaland non-verbal communication despite being in different geo-locations, which was also re-ported in (Anderson et al., 2017).
Some challenges occurred during the user testing. Regarding the issue with usability of thecollaboration environment VR environment in all testing sessions, the root cause was per-haps from the lack of time spent on learning to use VR. A minimum of 30 min for learningto use VR and the VR environment is found not to be sufficient for first-time or inexperi-enced users to smoothly perform complicated tasks such as drawing cables in machine roomdesign review. The learning time in this study is much more compared to five-minute-learn-ing reported in Zaker & Coloma (2018). The difference in the number of tools in the two VRenvironments might account for the situation. Moreover, motion sickness was reported onlywith the use of Oculus Rift S with higher frequency by the female user and shorter recoverytime by the male user. This finding conforms with the result of Stanney et al. (2020) whichindicated female users using Oculus Rift S had higher chance to experience motion sicknessdue to wider range of IPD non-fit compared to male users. Furthermore, an investigation onthe synchronization issue in the first user testing suggests that unstable internet connectionon that day might have been a contributing factor.
Major issues encountered in the sessions are deemed to have a negative impact on the userexperience. Nonetheless, the overall experience was significantly positive and outweigh thechallenges. All participants were captivated and even spent more time exploring the tool.Participants also asked to take some time in the testing session to perform actual collabora-tive design modification with their managers and remarked on the efficiency of collaborationvia multi-user VR. Therefore, these findings suggest that project team members of the pilotprojects involved in both interview and user testing are willing to adopt multi-user VR in thecurrent machine room planning process for design review and as a means of collaboration.This conclusion helps resolve the concern brought up in the interview before testing thatsome people in the project team might not be willing to adopt the technology.
5.3 Both users and businesses can benefit from multi-user VR
Since the multi-user VR environment in this study utilises a BIM model to build the virtualenvironment, it can be deduced that this VR environment inherits all advantages that BIMoffers. All benefits identified in this study experiment as discussed in Section 4.2.2 corre-spond to findings of many studies that investigate the use of immersive single-user VR (Floret al., 2021; Gu et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2017) and multi-user VR (Abbas et al., 2019; Du, Shi,et al., 2018; Havard et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2016; Zaker & Coloma, 2018) in the AEC industry.These findings recognise a strong sense of presence in the immersive environment, the flex-ibility in viewing and an ease of communication as the foundation that generates other
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benefits according to the use case. Also, the concern of whether the benefits of BIM coordi-nation in VR is significant compared to doing so via 2D screen, which was brought up by oneparticipant in the interview before testing, was resolved by the time the testing completed.The participant, who later joined the user testing, recognized the effectiveness and efficiencythat multi-user VR will bring in BIM coordination, thanks to the three fundamental ad-vantages mentioned above.
Interestingly, improved confidence in design review has critical merit from the user perspec-tive that has not been discussed in any studies to the best of the author’s knowledge. Thisbenefit not only brings considerable working satisfaction for the end-users but also helpsproject members gain more control in the construction phase. Project team members canutilise VR as a measurement proof, proving that the design layout complies with the setcodes and standards as well as has enough room for cable and trunking routing. By doing so,participants in this study emphasised the control gained in planning site logistics over theinstallation subcontractor. Moreover, having machine rooms visualised in VR can also ad-dress the wish of one participant who hoped to construct the first machine room in a projectas a template, with which to review and develop the others, saving time overall and reducingthe risk of rushing.
From a business perspective, the findings reported in Section 4.2.2 also suggest the adoptionof multi-user VR brings economic benefits to the current machine room planning process.Of all the stages, VR is found to be most economically beneficial in machine room designand installation, which was also concluded by (Guo et al., 2010). This finding correspondsto the economic value gained through studies (Guo et al., 2010; Haggard, 2017; Ozcan-Deniz,2019) with real companies in the industry like. It is worth noting that time saving will ulti-mately become cost-saving. Economic benefits are mostly generated indirectly through im-proved design and better planning in terms of site logistics and coordination in installation.Cost saving can also be achieved directly through the reduction of time needed for BIM co-ordination meetings and seeking machine room design approval from the client, which issimilarly reported in Syamimi et al. (2020). Besides, the enhanced branding image of thecompany as an economic benefit was also found in a similar case of BNBuilders (an Ameri-can construction engineering firm) (Haggard, 2017). BNBuilders attracted more clients andwon more contracts as the adoption of VR fit their image as an innovation-driven company.It can then be inferred that such monetary gain can also be applied to the other constructionfirms. Moreover, early design completion also allows the materials to be quantified moreaccurately and longer time for optimal sourcing to reduce cost and material waste. As multi-user VR enables remote collaboration with an immersive experience, the reduction in work-related travelling can help to save cost and time for companies as well as travel risk in theCOVID-19 era (Bryant, 2006; Nayak & Taylor, 2009; Pratama & Dossick, 2019; Syamimi etal., 2020). Furthermore, decreasing the construction waste and travel can lower the carbonfootprint in the AEC industry, hence contributing to the sustainability development throughsustainable collaboration.
Performing a comparison on the benefits of applying the multi-user VR with consequentialcost reported throughout Chapter 4 yields insights on potential cost saving. The results ob-tained from the user testing prove that multi-user VR could make the communication ofdesign within the company and with external stakeholders as well as conduct site logistics
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planning more accurately and efficiently. Several tens of thousands of euros of extra mate-rials and labour work to fix all conduits in an unexpectedly packed machine room as an af-terthought caused by the use of information-lacking-2D-drawing and insufficient planningmight have been saved. Similar amount of cost saving is also possible to address the problemof installing a missing component caused by insufficient communication between supply-line, CSE and the field team. Besides, 8-9 weeks of extra time due to miscalculated size ofequipment and ineffective site logistics planning can be avoided. Involving clients to reviewthe machine room design in multi-user VR can speed up the design approval process fromcouples of months to couples of hours. Using the VR environment for BIM coordinationmeeting between supply-line and front-line may shorten the meeting time to 30 minutesinstead of 2-3 longer sessions.
5.4 Use cases and deciding criteria to apply multi-user VR
Statistically, the survey results illustrated in Figure 22 (Section 4.2.4) indicate that VR canbe applied in all stages from tendering to handover of the machine room. However, machineroom planning in the frontline, review and installation are the three stages that were em-phasised through all comments in the survey and interview results after user testing. Therewere concerns regarding the cost-benefit ratio to apply this in the supply-line and qualitycontrol. This was raised in the interview before testing and remains valid after the testing.Many studies (Balzerkiewitz & Stechert, 2020; Noghabaei et al., 2020; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019;Whyte & Nikolić, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020) also indicated similarly that the majority usageof VR remains in design planning and review as well as construction planning. The beneficialfindings in this study and (Guo et al., 2010) also address that those three stages benefit mostfrom VR.
Regarding the specific use case, the survey results in Figure 23 (Section 4.2.4) illustrate thatboth internal and external usage of VR are well-received. The emphasis on using VR for in-ternal design review, internal collaboration such as BIM coordination meetings betweensupply and frontline, and installation planning and training is significant both before andafter user testing. Doubt on the benefit of using VR to communicate with clients remainsvalid before and after user testing. The concern of technological compatibility of the market,such as unavailability of BIM, lack of VR facilities, etc. reported by participants in the usertesting of this study, Ozcan-Deniz (2019) and Otto et al. (2005) is the main reason. The highanticipation from the customer expectation found in the interview before testing may alsocontribute to the doubt.
Therefore, the use of multi-user VR is recommended in machine room planning by the front-line, design review, and installation as well as remains internal regarding the early adoption.There is a need to investigate the cost-benefit ratio of applying VR in the other stages sincethis study experiment addresses only design review and installation planning. In practice,multi-user VR can be used for (1) BIM coordination meetings between supply-line and front-line, (2) design review meeting between frontline team with field and maintenance team, (3)collaborative site logistic planning session for installation team and (4) communicating de-sign and installation process to the installation team. This way of applying VR ensures abalance in cost and benefit, sufficient support from the company, and the help of BIM
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implementation whenever needed. It can be inferred that the stakeholders who are involvedin design review and construction planning will benefit most from the proposed usage. Inthe context of KONE, those stakeholders are CSEs, Project Managers, Installation Supervi-sors, and Installers.
Most importantly, the application of VR must be considered on a case-by-case basis. Threedeciding factors are proposed: readiness of market, team competency, and engineering com-plexity level. In some markets, BIM implementation is limited (Otto et al., 2005; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). As models from clients are required to achieve a high level of accuracy in de-sign review, this critical issue will hinder the coordination of BIM and ultimately the use ofVR. At the moment, findings from this study and Whyte (2003) suggest applying VR onlyon projects that have significant engineering complexity such as large and major projectswith multi elevator machine rooms. However, this recommendation remains vague. To ad-dress the issue, companies must set a limit of engineering complexity that determines whichprojects to apply VR so that the implementation cost of BIM and VR are justified by its ben-efits. For multinational corporations in the AEC industry like KONE, the limit should be setdifferently for each frontline because it essentially depends on the project team competencyto implement BIM and VR.
5.5 The prerequisites for a successful adoption of multi-user VR in AECcompanies
The yielded requirements from the participants in this study correspond to those in the lit-erature. The main requirements still concern the accuracy of 3D model, onboarding and im-plementation robustness, and necessary features for VR software as discussed in section4.2.3. In addition, other notable requirements regarding management perception towardsVR and the need for a universal technical standard are also found for a successful adoptionof VR in the AEC industry.
3D model and onboarding requirements
The requirements for the adoption of VR found in the interview before testing are similar tothose reported after the user testing. The need to acquire highly accurate and complete mod-els both from the company and client is critical. The quality of the proposed applications ofVR above depends significantly on the 3D model (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). The BIM coordina-tion between the company and client plays an important role in this issue and requires moreattention. The findings also suggest the need for more research on effective onboarding ma-terials to use for VR. This is to address the concern of time-consuming and steep learningcurve in the interview before testing. Ozcan-Deniz (2019) addressed the gap in VR-relatedknowledge within the industry and the need to keep employees or at least VR specialists inthe company updated with all recent technological advancement.
Practical implementation requirements
Regarding VR hardware requirements, findings in this study suggest that VR hardwareshould be available at branch level for use whenever needed, i.e. front line head office or
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wherever the CSE engineering for major project is located. Balzerkiewitz & Stechert (2020)also indicated the need to invest in powerful hardware to avoid lagging caused by frame ratebelow 60 fps, which contributes to higher chance of motion sickness. Findings in this studyand Stanney et al. (2020) favour the use of HTC Vive over Oculus Rift S since it has lowerIPD non-fit range for both male and female. However, it does not mean that the use of Ocu-lus Rift S should be avoided. The headset should be utilised with an understanding of thelimitations. Furthermore, findings in this study indicate the critical importance of synchro-nization. High latency in transmitting information in collaborative sessions via multi-userVR can have a negative impact on the quality and efficiency of the decision-making in theAEC industry (Du et al., 2018). Two critical factors influencing synchronisation are identi-fied in this study: internet connection quality and server stability. Companies developingmulti-user VR must secure significantly stable server, while those adopting must ensuregood internet connectivity for constant data transmission.
Regarding VR software requirements, it needs to facilitate an efficient import and exportworkflow in applying VR, which was also concluded by Zaker & Coloma (2018) andBalzerkiewitz & Stechert (2020). During this study, the exporting 3D model from Revit byits default exporting function caused the loss of texture of the model and required extra pro-cessing time to retain the texture. This issue was also reported by two AEC firms in a studyby Pratama & Dossick (2019). The VR environment used in this study also could not retrieveinformation from BIM tools (Revit), which may hinder the benefits gained from multi-userVR in a data-driven industry (Du et al., 2018). As creating BIM-retrieving capable VR mighttake time, the current priority is to develop an immediate and automatic extraction of 3Dmodels from BIM authoring tools (i.e. Revit and Navisworks) that preserves scales and tex-tures of the models. Study by Du et al. (2018), Noghabaei et al. (2020) and Pratama &Dossick (2019) yield a similar conclusion. Moreover, Balzerkiewitz & Stechert (2020) alsoemphasized that VR software should be capable of exporting 3D models which can be useddirectly in different CAD and BIM software without further transformations. No standardfile conversion between VR and BIM/CAD software is currently established; hence, manualformat transfer is still required in the process of using VR. This finding addresses a similarconcern posed by participants in the user testing.
Features required for machine room design review and planning
Two studies on using VR for product development process by Gabriel (2020) andWolfartsberger et al. (2018) are referenced for comparison in this section. Gabriel (2020)tested the same VR environment based on DesignSpace VR software from 3DTalo. However,the VR environment tested in Gabriel (2020) does not include the cabling tool developed inthis study. Besides, the ranking (descending scale of A, B, C in priority) of features of VR fordesign review found in Wolfartsberger et al. (2017) were included in Table 7 and Table 8 forcomparison. It is worth noting that Wolfartsberger did not explain how the scale was estab-lished but mentioned that only features with A and B ranking were implemented. Hence, itcan be inferred that ranking of such features corresponds to high priority, and essential inthe study.
Regarding features implemented in the VR environment, “show tools instead of controllers”was deemed non-urgent, which corresponds with the results in both Wolfartsberger et al.
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(2017) and Gabriel (2020). High priority ranking features such as teleporting and highlight-ing selected objects are also reported in Gabriel (2020) and corresponds to the A and B rank-ing in Wolfartsberger et al. (2017). However, the measurement tool, which is the most ratedfeature by everybody in this study, was deemed as low priority in both studies and even notimplemented in Wolfartsberger’s study. The difference in study objectives might account forthe issue. Wolfartsberger et al. (2017) and Gabriel (2020) focused more on reviewing detailscomponents design of individual machines that involved many steps of disassembling andreassembling while this study aims for reviewing the overall layout of the machine room forplanning. The measurement tool in machine room design plays a pivotal role since the pro-cess requires checking distances of many components against each other as stated in theregulation. However, a similar case study by Zaker & Coloma (2018) on construction layoutdesign review find measurement tool essential for their experiment. Hence, findings in Table7 suggest that all features implemented in the VR environment should be kept for the finalproduction of the VR software, except “showing tools instead of controllers”. Most im-portantly, more development to address the improvement suggestion in section 4.2.3 ishighly recommended. One of the key improvement requests is adding the standard systemand auto-alignment options into the measurement tool for more accurate measuring. Theauto-alignment options should automatically create a perpendicular – 90 degree measuringline from one object surface to another’s (line (2) and (4) in Figure 21). Enhancing the intu-itiveness of the cabling tool is also essential. Implementing native video recording might beconsidered but not a priority.
Regarding features for future implementation, Wolfartsberger et al. (2017) and Gabriel(2020) yield a similar conclusion on the high priority of “moving objects with realistic con-straint” and “select parts of the base model to interact”. However, “disassemble object intosmaller parts to interact” was found non-urgent with strong division in opinions in this studywhile both Gabriel (2020) and Wolfartsberger et al. (2017) reported it to be a high priority.It can be inferred that the study objective differences result in this issue. Machine room de-sign review addresses the overall layout without the need to disassemble each equipmentinto smaller parts. In contrast, this feature is essential in Wolfartsberger et al. (2017) andGabriel (2020) as they aimed to review the construct of individual components in an equip-ment. Overall, the findings in Table 8 suggest the immediate need to implement the follow-ing features in a descending order of priority: Reset objects to its original position, Trunkingtool, Show object information, Select parts of the base model to interact, and Export to BIMfile. Gabriel (2020) also emphasised on the importance of the ability to reset object’s posi-tion. “Show object information” was envisioned by participants to directly retrieve from BIMauthoring tools (i.e. Revit), which will take significant time to investigate and implement.Hence, minimum requirement for the information shown includes object name and dimen-sion. Such BIM-retrieving VR systems developed by Anumba et al. (2010), Du et al. (2017)and Du et al. (2018) are suggested for the initial investigation. “Note-taking” and “Move ob-jects with realistic constraints” should also be considered if there is extra resource. Otherfeatures not included in Table 8, such as position locking and brightness adjustment, thoughreported beneficial by participants, need further usability study to understand how it shouldbe done. This study does not have sufficient evidence and insights to address those features.
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Other requirements
Many studies (Noghabaei et al., 2020; Zaker & Coloma, 2018) have found resistance to adopttechnology by the lack of upper management knowledge is the major factor in the low adop-tion rate of VR in the AEC. Specifically, Zaker & Coloma (2018) found that increased userawareness of VR can lead to more consideration. However, this study found that interview-ees before testing have a high awareness level of VR since their assumption without evenusing VR matched with the findings yielded after the user testing. Only when they have thechance to try it out in a real project, the consideration towards VR ignites. Hence, increasingawareness through conventional medium such as video, presentation, report, etc. might nothave enough persuasiveness. It is suggested that potential users and decision-makers shouldbe given a chance to try out the use of multi-user VR in the current process.
The willingness to adopt VR is only significant when companies understand the true costsand benefits (Noghabaei et al., 2020). Therefore, there is an emerging need for empiricalresearch on true implementation cost and savings (i.e. cost- and time-wise) of VR in bothacademia and industry. Nonetheless, it is important to note that achieving such researchoutcomes is challenging. Implementation expenses in a company does not only involve hard-ware cost but also others like supporting personnel, training, subscription fees, etc. Truecost saving might also be challenging to obtain especially in the case of elevator machinerooms. Extra costs in response to defects occurring in the machine room cannot be recog-nized and quantified immediately. These challenges should also be addressed in future re-search.
The ineffectiveness in conducting information transfer between BIM and VR encounteredin this study and Pratama & Dossick (2019) perhaps results from the lack of a technicalstandard regarding VR. The challenges were also raised by many studies (Du et al., 2018;Noghabaei et al., 2020; Ozcan-Deniz, 2019). Therefore, such standards and guidelines indefining technical requirements for data transferring should be developed by the collabora-tion between the academic community and the AEC industry. A brief review on the currentdevelopment of such standards by Brennesholtz (2018) may provide an initial insight ondevelopments in the future.
Overall, there are general needs and priorities for industrial use of VR regardless of applica-tion. The use of BIM to create accurate 3D model for VR environment is fundamental. In-vestment in powerful VR hardware that can handle complex VR scenes is necessary (Zaker& Coloma, 2018). This helps to avoid health-related issue that could negatively affect theuser experience of VR. Besides, such VR hardware should be made as much available aspossible to potential users. An automatic and fluid communication between BIM and VRsoftware is needed to facilitate the early adoption in the current workflow. On the other hand,there are still application-dependant needs for different use cases as discussed earlier in thissection. Hence, the applied VR software should have correct functionalities and featuresneeded for each use case to enables full potentials of this technology.
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5.6 Limitation of the study
One limitation of this study is the dissimilar VR hardware usage for different front line. Forinstances, the use of wired VR headset might restrict movement of some participants com-pared to those using wireless ones. The lack of facilitator in the first user testing also makesthe facilitation challenging. Participants in the front line without facilitator could not receiveenough instruction and help while using VR. This issue might have a negative impact on theoverall user experience. Moreover, the differences in onboarding duration for each partici-pant might also affect how users perceive the easiness of use of the VR environment. Thosewith shorter onboarding time tend to struggle more frequently than the ones with morelearning time. In addition, all participants in this study are not familiar with using VR head-set, controllers and functionalities of VR software. In the experiment, they have only onesession to learn how to use VR and perform the given tasks. Evidence through studies (Hill& Howarth, 2000; Howarth & Hodder, 2008) have shown that more frequent use of VRenhances user experience to easily perform tasks and reduces motion sickness. Hence, fu-ture research could improve the overall user experience by increasing the number of re-peated VR exposures.
Another limitation is the small number of participants in the user testing. Therefore, moreadvanced statistical analysis cannot be performed. However, it is important to note that thisstudy’s approach is qualitatively driven. Hence, the study provides direct and more relevantinsights from the user perspective to the AEC VR research community and industry. Fur-thermore, the nature of entirely remote testing also hinders the author’s observation abilitywhen conducting the test.
5.7 Answers to the research questions
Question 1: What are the challenges of the current machine room planning, installa-tion, and maintenance?
Figure 24 illustrates current major challenges in the elevator machine room planning. A de-tailed explanation can be found in Section 4.1.1 along with other notable challenges. Mostimportantly, they are inter-connected, which means the impact of one can lead to the causeof others. All estimates on the monetary and time value of the consequences found in thisstudy originate from the following challenges: complex communication internally withincompany and with external stakeholders, the use of information lacking 2D drawing, andnon-standardised workflow structure. These challenges result in the insufficient collabora-tion and ineffective communication between the supply-line and frontline teams. Their im-pacts are only realised in the installation and later in the maintenance phases, which is con-siderably costly to resolve. Therefore, these challenges deemed critical and require immedi-ate response. This inference not only conforms to the improvement suggestions by the in-terviewees (Section 4.1.2) but is also concluded in many academic studies (N Gu et al., 2014;Wen & Gheisari, 2020; Wolfartsberger et al., 2018; Zaker & Coloma, 2018; Zhang et al.,2020).
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Figure 24. Key challenges in the current machine room planning, installation and mainte-nance.
Question 2: What are the benefits of applying multi-user VR from the user and busi-ness perspective in the current machine room planning, installation, and mainte-nance?
Figure 25 demonstrates the benefits from the user and business perspectives of multi-userVR found in this and other academic studies (Abbas et al., 2019; Du, Shi, et al., 2018; Havardet al., 2019; Shi et al., 2016; Zaker & Coloma, 2018) in the AEC industry. The multi-user VRenvironment in this study is BIM-based; hence, it inherits benefits also from the implemen-tation of BIM. It is important to note that the benefits of multi-user VR are case-dependentand only present when applied appropriately. The technology itself is not the ultimate solu-tion but rather its overall implementation within a company. For instance, implementingmulti-user VR will require conducting BIM, hence improving the digitization of the designand construction process.
Figure 25. Benefits of multi-user VR in the AEC industry.
From the user perspective, multi-user VR provides a much more intuitive planning tool thatenhances the project teams’ collaboration, effectiveness, and efficiency as compared to thecurrent use of 2D drawing, and even when the BIM authoring tool (i.e. Revit) is used. Theability to provide real-scale immersion, ease of communication via both verbal and non-ver-bal cues, and freedom of viewing the construction model account for these significant
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benefits. Participants in this study have stated that critical design issue, which are oftenoverlooked, can be easily identified in VR. By using real-scale measurement as a proof, theygain more confidence in the machine room layout design and control in the installationphase. This merit has not been reported in any studies to the best of the author’s knowledge.It is also important to note that participants in this study are captivated by their VR experi-ence and even willing to stay longer to learn about its use. With the improved confidence indesign review and excitement in the technology, their work satisfaction is elevated. Overall,multi-user VR could help to resolve the challenges with communication and the use of 2Ddrawing in the process.
From a business perspective, multi-user VR potentially helps to save several tens of thou-sands of euros by improving communication and planning. Time needed for remote collab-oration between teams within the company and seeking clients’ design approval can beshortened significantly. It is important to note that all time saving will later result in costsaving in reality. Early design planning allows more time for accurate material estimationand optimal purchasing that reduce cost and up to 30% of waste. These benefits are morepronounced in this Covid-19 era. With the reduction in waste and travelling, multi-user VRalso helps to create a more sustainable collaboration within the industry. Moreover, the ap-plication of multi-user VR enhances the image of AEC firms that are innovation- and sus-tainability-driven. This benefit also brings business value to companies through better mar-ket competitiveness that might result in more contract awarded as found in Haggard (2017).
Question 3: How multi-user VR should be applied in the current machine room plan-ning, installation, and maintenance?
Participants in this study state that multi-user VR can be applied both internally and exter-nally as well as at all stage from tendering to handover and even in the sales phase (Figure22 and 23 in Section 4.2.4). However, multi-user VR should be utilised internally in machineroom planning by the front line, design review and installation stage in the early adoption.This approach balances the cost and benefit of the technology and ensures sufficient supportfor the use of VR and BIM implementation from the company. Recommended specific usecases are:
 BIM coordination meetings between supply-line and frontline
 Design review meeting between frontline team with field and maintenance team
 Collaborative site logistic planning session for installation team
 Communicating design and installation process to the installation team.
To this extent, these following stakeholders in the design review and construction planningshould be involved: design engineer, project manager, installation supervisor, and installer.They also benefit directly from the use of multi-user VR. Moreover, multi-user VR must beapplied with the consideration of a case-by-case basis as well as market readiness, teamcompetency and the project’s engineering complexity. Even though this study and Whyte(2003) propose multi-user VR to be used in complex projects, each company must set anengineering complexity limit to decide which projects to apply. The limit should be tailoredto each front line in AEC multinational companies that suits each project team competencyand market readiness.
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To adequately apply multi-user VR, AEC firms must meet several requirements. As the qual-ity of planning in VR heavily depends on the 3D model, BIM implementation with the inclu-sion of both company’s and client’s equipment is required to generate the accurate and com-plete 3D model. Most importantly, AEC companies must establish a process of effectiveknowledge transferring between designers, engineers and field employees. Field employeeshave the expertise and experience to define the essential needs in machine room design. Itis important to direct such knowledge to designers and engineers for accurate BIM conduct-ing. It is also pivotal for designers and engineers to communicate design details to field em-ployees so that they can make informed decisions onsite. Moreover, VR hardware should beavailable at branch level so that concerned stakeholders can access whenever needed. VRcomputers must be powerful enough to sustain 90 fps with preferably wireless VR headsetsand stable internet connection. Upper management should also be given a chance to expe-rience the use of multi-user VR in the process and provided with a true cost-benefit analysis.In addition, quick and effective VR training materials should also be developed to facilitatethe adoption of multi-user VR in the workflow.
The future adopted VR software should include all features implemented in this study’s VRenvironment with some improvement as discussed in Section 4.2.3. A standard system andauto-alignment option should be included in the measurement tool. The intuitiveness of thecabling tool should also be enhanced. Moreover, new features as discussed in Section 5.5should be introduced: Reset objects to its original position, Trunking tool, Show object in-formation, Select parts of the base model to interact, and Export to BIM file. Besides, theimplementation of automatic transfer from BIM to VR that preserve scale, texture and in-formation is required to establish a smooth workflow. Direct transfer from common BIMauthoring tools such as Revit and Navisworks are prioritised.
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6 Conclusion
This study has investigated the use of multi-user VR proof-of-concept for collaborative ele-vator machine room planning via case study. The design thinking model by Stanford DesignSchool is utilised as a methodological framework. The VR collaboration environment hasbeen built based on DesignSpace – a VR-based design software by 3DTalo. Four real-lifemajor elevator projects from KONE in the USA, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the UAE have beeninvolved. The study starts with interviewing the project teams to identify the current chal-lenges in the process and what they as the users expect from VR. The VR environment isthen developed based on the insights generated from the interview and related literature.Three cross-country user testing sessions are conducted to test out the VR environment. Af-ter each session, a group interview is carried out to collect feedback from the participants. Aquestionnaire is also distributed to each participant to systematically collect their responseson how multi-user VR could be used and improvement suggestions for the VR environment.
Insights generated in this study present a view from the AEC industry. Participants are real-life project team of the involved projects. They also performed real-life tasks as they oftendo on the actual BIM model in their current workflow. Many benefits of multi-user VR fromboth user and business perspective have been identified. An estimate of potential cost andtime saving is also established to contribute to the AEC academic community. Practical im-plementation requirements for multi-user VR are provided for future adoption of the tech-nology in the industry. Emerging features needed for a better user experience in VR are alsosuggested.
As there is still a gap in the knowledge of VR between researchers and practitioners (Ozcan-Deniz, 2019), future research should focus on merging the knowledge of both. More empir-ical studies on the true cost of implementation and savings in terms of cost and time shouldbe conducted. Financial investment on VR in the industry can then be considered by theupper management as they can understand the cost-benefit analysis of the technology. Tofacilitate the adoption of VR in the current workflow of the AEC industry, future studiesshould focus on improving the fluid communication between BIM authoring tools and VR.This will later become an emerging need as VR users in the AEC industry have to work withboth technologies at the same time. More research into developing the usability of VR thatrequires less time for training to reduce implementation cost is also recommended.
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Appendix
VR User Testing Questionnaire
INTRODUCTION: This survey is to collect your feedback after the VR user testing session.It will take 10 - 15 min to complete the survey. No personal information is collected for thesurvey. Please contact Phong at phong.truong@kone.com if you have any concern regardingdata collection and the survey.
QUESTION 1: Which front-line unit are you from?
- Indonesia- Malaysia- Dubai- USA- Other: (written response)
QUESTION 2: Please rate the statements in question 2 based on the scale from StronglyDisagree, Disagree, It depends, Agree to Strongly Agree.
 I would like to recommend using VR in …
o Machine room planning (supply line)
o Machine room planning (front line)
o Machine room review
o Machine room installation
o Machine room maintenance
o Machine room quality control
o Machine room handover
 If you choose "It depends", please explain why you choose it for each applicable op-tions:
 If there is any other phase in the process that you would like to recommend applyingVR, please write it here:
QUESTION 3: Please rate the statements in question 3 based on the scale from StronglyDisagree, Disagree, It depends, Agree to Strongly Agree.
 I would like to recommend the following use case of VR in machine room plan-ning/installation/maintenance:
o Internal design review with colleagues
o Individual work of machine room planning/installation/maintenance
o Internal collaboration within KONE
o Communication with clients (e.g. presentation, project meeting, etc.)
 If you choose "It depends", please explain why you choose it for each applicable op-tion:
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 Please also suggest other use cases if they are not listed above:
QUESTION 4: Please rate the priority to implement the following functionalities (1 – Nota priority, 2 – Low priority, 3 – Medium priority, 4 – High priority, and 5 – Essential):
o Teleporting
o Select parts of the base model to interact
o Disassemble object (e.g motor) into smaller parts to interact
o Highlighting selected object
o Delete object
o Move objects with realistic constraints
o Move objects freely without restriction




o Note taking tool
o Tagging people
o Importing documents (pdf, image, etc.)
o Show tools instead of controllers
o Ability to take a picture or video in VR
o Haptic feedback (e.g controllers vibrate when hit the wall, etc.)
o Show object information (e.g name of cabinets, dimension, etc.)
o Export into BIM file
 Other functionalities you would like to add with priority rating (please write followingthe "Name of the function - Priority" rating format):
 Please write here if you have other comments:
QUESTION 5: If you have any other comments or suggestions, please write it here:
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
Please contact me via Teams or phong.truong@kone.com in case of questions, comments,and suggestions.
